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1956 Baby Reunion

Dear Class of '53,
Here are the stories, bios and some pictures from your 36 classmates who responded to
the request to submit to our '53 Memoir Ebook. This gives a heartfelt and emotional
experience, with some smiles, to read the offerings. Thanks to the many who shared
personal information and memories.
This Ebook is in PDF. You may have to click Maximize box, the right top of your
screen, to make it more readable. Since this is an "Ebook", it can be copied to a
memory stick and printed at Staples or other stores, spiral bound, or printed on your
own printer making it easier to read. It can also be forwarded to family and friends. A
hard copy will be sent to our class archives.
In the Table of Contents, the contributors' email addresses accompany their names. This
gives us an opportunity to contact some dear old friends and have an email reunion.
A slide show is in the beginning, Far Above…,, and the Cornell songs can be heard in
the last page of the book. They will surely jog some memories. Oh, I want to go back
to the old days, the good old days on the Hill.
Enjoy the read.
Jack Brophy '53, BME '54 Editor

Far Above Cayuga’s Waters
CTRL-Click link below for slide show.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lNV4XT2cUEE
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Jack Allen
Jim Lingel and I were classmates at Cornell, graduating in 1953. I
regarded Jim as a good friend and respected him as our track team
captain and an exceptional competitor. Following graduation, each of
us pursued careers and carried on in life along separate paths, as is often
the case with college friends. In 2007, we had not been in touch for over 50 years.
Then a note arrived in the mail which touched my heart. It simply said, “There are
some things in life one never forgets.” Jim referenced a mile relay race we won in
NYC’s Madison Square Garden, followed by a visit with my parents in their home.
(They had attended that track meet.)
Linda and I also enjoyed a visit with Jim to Larry and Angie Lattomus’s home in
Tucson. That event was made possible by Jim’s son, Tom, who accompanied him.
Over time, Larry and I became better acquainted with Nancy and Tom, staying in
touch by phone and email.
Let me share a recollection of Jim from our running days at Cornell. This event
took place at a dual meet with Colgate, which was the last meet in our Cornell
track careers. The early-spring Ithaca afternoon was typical, offering a sprinkling
of rain, a few snowflakes and finally some welcomed rays of sun as we stripped
out of our sweats for the final event of the meet—the mile relay. It was my favorite
event, and I never tired of the thrill of running with my hugely talented
teammates. I felt confident in performing my customary role running the “second”
leg (read that “slowest”.) Jim, as a matter of course, was expected to run the
“anchor” leg (read that “fastest”.) We had proven ourselves numerous times as the
fastest team in the Ivy League, so for me, this final race of my Cornell running
career was to be pleasantly savored and enjoyed. This reverie was not to last long.
As we were warming up--stretching and jogging in place-- Jim inexplicably
announced that he was not going to run in the event. That I was to run the anchor
leg (read that “scared as hell”.) Adding to my worries was that I would be
matched against an extraordinary Colgate quarter-miler. Although I knew that for
that last leg I would be given every advantage by Larry and Andy, my anxiety
mounted. Yet, I was immensely honored by Jim’s vote of confidence.
The race began. Standing and jogging anxiously in place alongside my impressivelooking competitor, I took heart in the lead my teammates were opening up for me.
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Then came the moment of truth: the baton was passed to me to either fail or fulfill
Jim’s expectation. Success hinged on whether I would be able to hold off the
inevitable Colgate charge coming off the last turn as we both drove for the finish.
No need to say that there was no way I was about to disappoint Jim Lingel. And as
I reflect on his life, it is my guess that Jim probably had that effect on a great many
people.
Jim passed away February 14, 2014.

Jim and Jack
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Relay team: Larry, Jack, Andy, and Jim
Editor’s note: Jack Allen and I have been close friends since 2nd grade when his
family moved to Pelham, NY. We still email to each other weekly. We roomed
together in Cascadilla Hall freshman year where we organized a class square
dance at Balch (anyone remember?). We both were in Sigma Phi. Jack joined the
Marines, and I the Navy. We were always stationed in close proximity;
Norfolk/Camp Lejeune, San Diego/Camp Pendleton, Yokosuka/Camp McGill. We
attended a Cornell Alumni meeting in Tokyo, where Jack met his future wife,
Linda Cone C’58 who was visiting her Air Force father and mother. But wait,
strangest of all was a meeting on our amphibious fleet flagship off of Kobe, Japan
of the Marine Platoon Leaders and the Navy Communications Officers from 10
ships. We were two of 18 attendees!!

A pair of Jacks
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Helen Kinslow, Love in the 50s
By Julian Max Aroesty, MD
My dad had small grocery store, so going to Cornell was a
financial burden for my family. Therefore I worked waiting on
tables and in the kitchen of Risley Hall, the women’s dormitory
where I met Helen Kinslow. She was serious, quiet, a little shy and had a
lovely smile with the most beautiful eyes. Unlike me she was an intensely
religious Irish Catholic. I was a Spanish speaking direct descendent of the
Jews exiled from Spain five centuries ago. Although not observant, I was
firmly committed to my Jewish heritage and would never have denied my
ethnicity, but if no one asked, and generally no one did, I did not bother to
inform.
When it came time for Christmas vacation, there was a small informal glee
club Christmas concert at the Willard Straight Hall student union. Helen
asked if we might walk there together. It occurred to me as I walked to her
dorm to meet her that my Spanish name might have made her think I was
Greek or Italian. I put that thought aside since at that time most first
generation Americans tended to socialize within their own ethnic group.
At the Willard Straight Hall, the lights dimmed as a soloist sang “O holy
night.”
O holy night the stars are brightly shining…
The room was completely quiet, without even a cough or throat clearing.
It is the night of our dear savior’s birth…
And then in the most powerful voice the soloist sang
Fall on your knees
Oh hear the angels singing
Oh night divine
Oh night when Christ was born
I was awed by the performance. To my complete surprise, Helen took my
hand in hers. I was overcome with a feeling I had never experienced before.
A wave ascended from my chest to my face. We continued to hold hands
through the rest of the concert. At the end of the performance she faced me
with her soft gentle smile and asked if I had enjoyed the concert. I said yes,
very much so, and thanked her for suggesting I attend. We continued to
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hold hands, silently walking back to her dorm, each with our own thoughts
and each, I think, feeling something special was happening.
Even as we walked together, I was trying to sort out my feelings, trying to
understand what this meant. I needed time to think this through. How could
a relationship between a religious Catholic and an agnostic Jew who was
nonetheless strongly committed to his Jewish heritage actually overcome
such an enormous divide?
After returning from Christmas recess, I think we both understood that we
were falling in love, and I realized I could no longer delay telling her that I
was Jewish. Surprisingly she hardly reacted at all. I was sure she knew I
was not religious. I wondered if she already knew that I was not Catholic.
Of the 20 or 30 students working at Risley, there were many non-Catholics,
but I was the only Jew.
Although our relationship seemed impossible, I was reluctant to give up the
wonderful feeling I had when I was with her. I rationalized a good deal.
Our talks were serious – about our obligation to help others, about the
sacrifices our parents made for us, but never about love. I studied the
Catholic faith, learned the prayers in Latin and began thinking, perhaps a
long-term relationship with Helen was not impossible. We dated regularly,
holding hands, an occasional kiss goodnight but never anything more. We
both knew very well that short of marriage, even passionate kissing or
petting was unthinkable. If we had both come from the same religious
tradition, our parents would have thought our courtship was ideal.
Helen thought she might become an RN. I agreed to tutor her before her
organic chem prelim exam. At the end of the evening, as we were leaving,
she stopped, leaned back against me and said “I am so afraid. I don't know
if I can do it. Please hug me.” I put my arms around her waist and my head
against hers. She cried. We both knew it was not just organic chemistry, it
was everything, the intensity of our deep love for each other balanced
against the immense barriers that seemed impossible to overcome.
Helen loved the poetry of Emily Dickinson. One day, late in our
relationship, as we sat together, there was a pause in our conversation. She
said, “I love Emily Dickinson’s poems.” Then from memory she recited:
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.
My life closed twice before its close—
It yet remains to see
If Immortality unveil
A third event to me
So huge, so hopeless to conceive
As these that twice befell.
Parting is all we know of heaven,
And all we need of hell
The intense longing of Emily Dickinson for something she could never have,
mirrored our own feelings. We looked at each other with a sad half smile,
knowing we had caused each other unhappiness, and desperately wishing it
were not so.
I wanted to learn all I could of Catholicism without actually converting but
began to wonder if I would be satisfied raising my children outside of my
Jewish heritage. I told Helen of the anti-Semitism I had directed against me
by Polish children in my neighborhood who told me their priest had
instructed them to hate me because I had killed Jesus. I asked my uncle
what that meant and he said in his Ladino Spanish dialect, “Hay algunos
Christianos que son locos.” (“There are occasional Christians that are
deranged.”)
My mom died when I was 5. I adored my father. He was bright, highly
ethical, and proud to be thoroughly American. During a Cornell break I
said to him, “Is it so terrible if a Jew marries outside his faith and raises his
children with Jewish ethics but another religion?” “Yes, it is terribly hard
for our community,” dad said. “All of the Aroestys in Macedonia were
killed, not because they had committed a crime, but solely because they
were Jews. They were killed, not by barbarians, but by Christians. Of
course things are different in the United States. Sometime in the future this
may be possible for future generations, but this is very hard for my
generation to endure.”
It was at that point that I knew definitely and forever that Helen and I must
separate, since I could never base my happiness on a decision that would
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make my parents unhappy. I was to learn later that Helen was going through
a similar experience with her parents.
I served in Korea, where I decided to get an MD instead of a PhD. In 1955 I
arranged to spend an evening with Helen when I had a medical school
interview in New York City. She told me she had dated, as had I. She said
she had not always made good decisions. I wondered if she had committed
to someone who had then rejected her. As we kissed good night, I did not
say I love you. It would have hurt too much, and what was the point? She
knew I loved her.
After 9/11, I tried to contact Helen to see if she was well. I found her
through a common friend who warned me that Helen was on medication for
depression. Her husband was unable to make a commitment. Early in the
marriage he had left never to be heard from again.
I called Helen, and we talked for close to an hour. Since we were still
corresponding when I was in Korea she knew of my decision to get an MD
instead of a pharmacology PhD. She asked about my personal life. I told
her I had two great children from a very unhappy marriage to a Jewish girl
followed by a great second marriage with two great boys. I did not relate the
details of my marriage to Elaine, a gorgeous Irish Catholic nurse who had
left the church long before I met her, since I feared that would be very
painful. I sensed Helen’s discomfort regarding her own marriage so I did
not press her for further details. She told me her husband was a physician
and had died of a brain tumor before they had children and she had never
remarried.
Both Helen and Mary had connections in New England, so I invited both to
dinner with my family, which they accepted. After dinner I told Helen that I
had never loved anything so much as my career as a research scientist,
practicing cardiologist and Harvard Medical School professor. I reminded
her of our first date and of the enormous influence it had on my life. I said I
would never have chosen medicine without that Christmas concert she asked
me to attend. She smiled softly, in that lovely way that I remembered so
well, and said, “Thank you for telling me that”.
In July 2012, I received a letter informing me that Helen had died quietly in
her sleep. It was then that I wrote this piece.
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Was it love? I don’t know. We were intensely involved with each other, yet
not lovers. We remained in the initial phase of a relationship, always
moving forward and then retreating from the point of surrendering ourselves
to each other. I don’t think it was typical love even for the 50’s, but it was a
kind of love, even a kind of deep love, perhaps only possible up to the
1950s and afterwards lost, probably forever.

Helen
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Cornell at Home and Overseas
Randy Barker
There is an old saying that if you pick up a stone overseas and
throw it you will hit a Cornellian. While perhaps not true today, in
this essay I will demonstrate how Cornell has entered into my
career at home and overseas.
But let’s start at the beginning. At the end of my sophomore year at Princeton. I
decided to transfer to Cornell College of Agriculture. My friends thought I was
mad, but my parents were supportive, perhaps because the state college tuition was
lower. So I knocked on the door of administration at Cornell. They looked at me
and said: “You are not a farm boy. You need a year of farm experience to graduate
from Cornell. So come back and see us in 6 months.”
I got a job with Lawrence Brothers dairy farm, 60 cows, which was big in those
days. At Thanksgiving there was a big storm. The lights went out and we milked
the cows by hand for three days. That is when I decided I didn’t want to be a dairy
farmer. To fulfill my one year farming requirement the next two summers I got a
job on a cattle ranch in Encampment, Wyoming.
I entered Cornell in January 1950, Class of 1953. The first thing I did was to sign
into ROTC, as my draft board was after me. Graduating with the rest of the class
in 1953 at the end of the Korean war, I was assigned to the 11th Airborne Division,
Field Artillery. Ft Campbell, Ky. I remember well my military experience. It was
much like the TY show Mash. I went to jump school and made 20 jumps.
Back in civilian life, I needed to qualify for an academic position overseas. This
meant getting a PhD, which I did from Iowa State in 1960. Also in Ames I married
and acquired the first of seven children. I joined the Agricultural Economics
Department at Cornell with tenure and in 1963 accepted a three-month assignment
with the Chinese American Joint Commission on Rural Reconstruction (JCRR).
My office mate was Lee Teng-hui (we called him T H). Lee received his PhD from
Cornell (Agricultural Economics) in 1968 which marked the beginning of a
remarkable career. In 1988 my wife and I attended the inauguration of Lee (at
Taiwan’s expense) as the first elected president of Taiwan. He served until 2000.
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The picture taken in Lee’s office shortly after he became president, includes Gil
Levine, Cornell Ag Engineering, who like me, has had a long-term interest in
Taiwan’s agriculture. I am second from the left.
In 1965 in Cornell asked me to go to Los Banos with family for two years as an
exchange professor in the University of the Philippines College of Agriculture.
Also in Los Banos was the newly established International Rice Research Institute
with the director, Bob Chandler (a Cornellian). One day Chandler came over the
back fence and said, “We are looking for an economist, would you like to join
IRRI?” I think I said, “I will have to ask my wife”. But in any event, we stayed in
Los Banos for 12 years instead of 2.
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The picture was taken at a memorial symposium in 1990 in honor of Bob
Chandler. It includes all but one or two of the original staff hired by Bob Chandler
(Chandler’s boys). In 1965, when IRRI was starting, the average of the staff was
35. There were 6 nationalities and 6 different disciplines.
When I say “we were in Los Baños” I should point out that I was traveling much of
the time throughout Southeast Asia and China even after 1978 when I was back on
the faculty at Cornell. Speaking of being back at Cornell in 1978, one of the first
things I did is apply to join Cornell’s prestigious Southeast Asia Program (SEAP).
It wasn’t that easy. Being a farm boy from the “upper campus” this time was no
help. SEAP faculty looked upon the College of Agriculture as being politically too
far right. After careful investigation of my back-ground I was admitted to SEAP
with the proviso by one of the senior staff, “we are left of center and we want to
keep it that way.” In 1985 with my co-author Bob Herdt, (Cornellian) we
published an award-wining book, “The Rice Economy of Asia”.
I end this brief essay, reflecting on my venturous career, with best wishes to
Cornellans and others alike
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News from Newport, R I
By Charlie Berlinghof
I am still busy in the construction management field restoring the 151
year old Newport Performing Arts Center .
It is a very challenging assignment testing everything I have learned
in the construction business from 1957 to now!
We are in the second phase after stabilizing the original building.
Problem now is to raise 8 million dollars, if that is achieved , we
could finish the restoration in about 24 months and then be open for
entertainment. The building is in the heart of the Newport Historic
District.
Did you know that Newport has more than 100 colonial residential homes
dating back to the pre-revolutionary war period . Thanks to Doris Duke
they have all been restored.
At 88, my body can no longer ski or play tennis but I still can play golf!!
My Psi Upsilon Class of 53 brothers are slowly leaving us.
My goal now is to complete the Restoration and then take it easy!
My address is 63 Poplar. Newport, RI
If any classmates are in the area, look me up!
Tel # 401 855 5659
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Memoir
M (Sy) Blinder AB
.
I came to Cornell from New York City, a graduate of the legendary Stuyvesant
High School. I started out in Chemical Engineering. This was the result of a
recommendation from my high school career counselor: I said that I was equally
interested in chemistry, physics and math, so what shall I study in college? “Easy,”
she said, “Chemical Engineering.” I did quite well in my first year in ChE but
discovered that my real interest was in pure science. So I transferred to Arts &
Sciences and became a dual major in Chemistry and Physics. Two of my
classmates were Sheldon Glashow and Steven Weinberg (both Class of ’54), who
went on to share the 1979 Nobel Prize in Physics for their unification of the
electromagnetic and weak interactions. My career has been nowhere near as
spectacular, but I have a great time doing science. I went to graduate school in
Chemical Physics at Harvard. Some Cornell people who followed the same path,
Cornell to Harvard, were Glashow, Ed Wasserman, Martin Sage, Daniel Kleitman
and Esther Greenberg. My PhD advisors were William Moffitt and J. H. Van
Vleck (Nobel Prize in Physics 1977). I also added to my collection of Nobel-Prize
winning classmates in Dudley Herschbach and Roald Hoffmann (who spent most
of his distinguished career at Cornell) and (postdoc) R. F. Curl. Not to mention the
faculty Nobel laureates I encountered at Harvard: in addition to Van Vleck, Julian
Schwinger, R. B. Woodward, William Lipscomb, Norman Ramsay, E. M. Purcell,
N. Bloembergen, Martin Karplus, Roy Glauber.
After finishing my PhD in 1958, I worked for three years at the Applied Physics
Laboratory of John’s Hopkins University in Silver Spring, MD, and spent a year as
an assistant professor at Carnegie Tech (now Carnegie-Mellon) and a year as a
visiting professor back at Harvard. Following this I began my long career at the
University of Michigan in Ann Arbor.
Here is an interesting story of how I became enamored of Michigan. I was always,
and still am, a big fan of college football. I went to all the home games at Cornell.
Very notably, in 1951, Cornell defeated the powerful U-M football team in Ithaca
by a score of 20-7. Back in those days, Ivy League schools could still compete with
national powerhouses. In November 1952, Cornell was scheduled to play Michigan
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in Ann Arbor. I went to this game on a chartered train reserved for Cornell students
to visit Ann Arbor. One of my classmates knew Eugene Ormandy’s niece, who
was a student in the Music School at Michigan, so we had a couple of very genial
hostesses. The game itself reverted to form and Michigan obliterated Cornell 49-7.
But I was very proud of the way Cornell’s players comported themselves. We went
to a joint concert of the Cornell-Michigan glee clubs and toured the U-M campus.
It was a beautiful campus, sometimes rated as second only to Cornell’s! One
memorable feature we encountered, in the middle of the “Diag,” which
corresponds to Cornell’s Quad, there was a brass block “M” newly encased in
drying concrete. This was a gift to the University from Michigan’s Class of 1953.
Legend now has it that if a U-M student steps on the M before taking his or her
first bluebook exam, the student will fail that exam!
In any event, when Michigan offered me a tenured position in the Chemistry
Department in 1962, I was highly pleased to accept. And Ann Arbor has been a
wonderful place to live. Culturally nearly as rich as my native New York, but
without the big city congestion (this is beginning to change however!). So Ann
Arbor has been my home since 1963, except a number of sabbatical years in
London, Oxford and Paris, and some time in Uppsala, Sweden. How I met my
wife, a beautiful classical scholar Frances Bryant. I was chairman of the Physical
Chemistry Seminar, which met every Thursday at 4 pm. We served Oreo Cookies
and coffee to encourage attendance. Because of repeated pilferage of the cookies
by faculty members, they were put under lock and key and entrusted to a
Department Administrator, who happened to be Frances. So I got to talk with her
for a few minutes every Thursday. In one of our conversations about Greek
philosophy, she illuminated for me that Plato’s Republic could best be regarded as
an allegory. My one philosophy course at Cornell had led me to believe the
Republic was an actual prescription for the Ideal State. Frances and I began to have
numerous other pleasant interactions, and I found myself brushing my teeth and
combing my hair before our weekly Oreo Cookie transaction. The clincher was my
irresistible chick magnet––two adorable young sons Michael 6 and Stephen 4,
from my previous brief marriage. Now Frances and I have been happily together
for over 40 years and she is taking wonderful care of me in my old age (but no
more Oreo Cookies!). We produced three additional children, Matthew and our
twin daughters Amy and Sarah.
In my subsequent years, I began to teach several courses in the Physics
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Department. Enough, so that when I retired from teaching in 1995, I was given the
title of Professor Emeritus of Chemistry and Physics. I have never really retired,
but have continued to work full time on my research in mathematical physics and
theoretical chemistry. Just “doin’ what comes natur’lly.” In 2007, I became a fulltime telecommuting consultant for Wolfram Research (creators of Mathematica
and other scientific software). I like to say that this represented the beginning my
second career as a computer scientist at age 75. I am mobility challenged as a
result of spinal stenosis and this is a good excuse for spending over 12 hours a day
sitting in front of my computer. Despite my physical condition, I must still be
convincing people that I am still mentally lucid at age 87 (four score and seven!).
Wolfram is still willing to pay me as a full-time employee. I have also contributed
to two notable publications in the past two years. In 2017, Professor Guido Fano of
the University of Bologna and I coauthored a monograph “Twenty-First Century
Quantum Mechanics: From Hilbert space to Quantum Computers.” In 2018, I was
the editor of a volume “Mathematical Physics for Theoretical Chemistry,” in a
series of monographs published by Elsevier.
An account of my five children, who are all doing well in their own ways. My
colleagues used to tease me for my “Third-World fertility,” but at least I
distributed the production of these children with two separate wives, so as not to
overburden any one of them. My oldest son Michael (48) is now a department
manager with Deloitte & Touche in DC. He has an MBA and a law degree. He is
also an adjunct professor in the business school at George Washington University.
He is married to Lea (nee Hye-Min Kim), a brilliant and beautiful Korean woman.
My second son is Stephen (46), a blazingly successful college dropout. He recently
sold his disaster-recovery business in Hawaii for multi $M, but remains on its
board of directors. He and his wife Michele now live in South Lyon, about 20
minutes from us in Ann Arbor. They have given us our only grandchildren so far,
Brooklyn, 5 and David, 3. Remarkably, Stephen is now the owner the legendary
Blue Front in Ann Arbor, purveyors of fine wines and craft beers which is
becoming an increasingly successful enterprise. Our daughter Sarah (31) works for
Stephen, running their computer system. Her twin sister Amy, with a UM degree in
molecular biology, now does research in Molecular & Integrative Physiology at UM Hospital. The girls still live at home with us and contribute greatly to my care.
They bring me endless cups of coffee, which, as is well known, metabolizes to
produce mathematical formulas. Frances’ and my oldest son Matthew (34), with
his MBA, is a management consultant for Cygna. He lives in a condo in Chicago
15

and also works most of the time as a telecommuter. Last March he married Kristen,
who is a 3rd grade teacher, who also happens to be a U-M alumna. As it turns out,
our children have received their educations mostly at Big Ten universities. I was
unable to interest any of them in coming east to the Ivy League.

Here are some pictures: Me a few years after Cornell and a couple of years ago: At
Matthew’s wedding on March 23, 2019:
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WHEN YOU’RE SMILING
By Jack Brophy from memoir “Blending Voices”
This remembrance does not involve coed dates or singing, just pure
entertainment, at its worst.
This is courtesy of Jack Allen and his Cornell all-male cheerleading squad of jerks.
The big football game that fall was with Navy, and I was recently informed by
Clancy Fauntleroy from New Canaan, who played guard on our team, that the final
score was a bit of an embarrassment for Cornell. However, at half time I was the
one to be embarrassed.
It seems that the cheerleaders wanted to put on a skit (a silly juvenile show) for the
25,000 spectators (according to the 1953 yearbook). The skit involved having a car
drive onto the football field, then the cheerleaders were to open the trunk where a
cardboard Navy goat attached to many helium balloons would be removed and
float up and over the stadium to the cheers of the home crowd. They needed a car
and driver and I was approached, at Jack’s suggestion, thus assuring me an
opportunity to enhance my entertainment skills. They insisted that I dress up like a
stupid man in a big red and white hat, large black-rimmed glasses, tank top and a
cigar jammed in my mouth. Why dress me like a fool? Perhaps Jack had some
influence in that too.
After the marching band played almost to the end of the half-time, I obediently
drove out to the 50 yard line where the cheerleaders performed their lame trick of
releasing the “goat”. Then they ran back off the field, deserting me, a clown in my
miniscule Hillman Minx clown-car. Since the band had left the field late, the two
teams of giant men waited impatiently on both sides of the field for me to drive off
so the game could restart.
Well, restarting was a problem that day, my friend. Was there ever a good time for
a car battery to die? My battery picked that particular moment! Many thousands
waited as the tiny car with its eccentrically dressed driver, too mortified to get out,
just sat like a big shiny black football at mid-field. After what seemed like an hour
to me, the cheerleaders came to my rescue and pushed, or perhaps carried, the
miserable little Minx to the end of the field. I suspect that they disregarded Jack’s
plea to leave me out there. Later I reflected that I was the one Cornellian to cross
the Navy goal line that day. Come on, cheerleaders: Give us a “J”, give us an
“A”, give us a “C”, give us a “K”……
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Scene of the crime
Jack Allen second from left front.
My Minx
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The Cayuga’s Waiters from the ‘50s at Bailey Hall June Reunion 2018, singing
“Every Time We Say Goodbye” by Cole Porter. This was our swansong after 15
consecutive years returning to Cornell reunions to entertain the classes. In 2008
we became coed for the first time when Carl Fuchs ’55 died and his sister Liz ’58
took his place. 37 singers have returned over the years.

From ’53 left to right, 4th John Nixon, 6th Al Packer, 9th Jack Brophy
To watch, Ctrl-click the link below.
Cornelliana Night (CW Section) 02.mov
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The final reunion for the Cayuga’s Waiters from the ‘50s June 2018

Linda and Fred Bergmann ’63, Liz Fillo ’58, John Fanton ’67,
John Nixon ’53, Joann and Dave Schmidt ’55, Martine and Jack Brophy ’53, Al
Packer ’53, John Smith ’60, Ardith and Dave Williams ‘58
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Thank you, Jack... and please thank all your singers for the beautiful job they did Saturday night (it
was truly the highlight of the evening for me) and for bringing all those years of singing and joy to
our community -- both over the last fifteen years, and many years ago too.
With much respect,
Robert
ps ... for any of the Waiters who are also Glee Club alumni... we would love to see them back next
year for the Glee Club's 150th anniversary -- we'll be having a gala and putting on a bigger-thanusual Reunions performance in June, 2019. Just let me know and I'll put them on our mailing list!

-------------------------------Dear Jack,
Thank you for your note and for all you and the other Cayuga’s Waiters from the ‘50s did to enliven
Cornelliana Night with your musical talents. It was such a fun evening and a wonderful opportunity to
enjoy the fellowship of Cornellians across the generations. Although it is too soon to contemplate the
future of Cayuga’s Waiters at Cornell, I’m very grateful for the dedication and continued support of past
members such as you.
Best,
Martha
Martha E. Pollack
President, Cornell University
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RUTH BURNS COWAN
Your request was for information regarding my retirement. To my
delight I have not retired. After having completed Tribal Justice, a
documentary featuring the Chief Justices serving the two largest
Tribes in California as they build justice systems which incorporate
tribal values, I have been working on writing an article about the
Native American Rights Fund, usually referred to as NARF. NARF
established 48 years ago when the very survival of Native Americans
was at stake. It's mission is to protect existing Tribal sovereignty
and restore that which has been taken. A good part of NARF's work is
representing Tribal rights in Federal courts-- Indian law is federal
law. As part of the article in progress, I am following a case now
before the Federal district court in Washington, D.C: Hopi Tribe et al
v Trump et al. The case challenges President Trump's Proclamation
which, contrary to legislation, reduces a Monument proclaimed by
President Obama in Utah-- the Bears Ears Monument-- so that the land
can be turned over for private mining of coal, oil, and uranium ; so
that the forests can be sawed away; and so that ranchers can use the
land for grazing. This may all appear boring to retired classmates,
but to me my work is energizing.

Ruth B. Cowan Senior Research Fellow, Ralph Bunche Institute for
International Studies320 Central Park York, New York
10025ruthcowan@aol.com 212 787 0181
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MY CAREER IN PHYSICS, ENGINEERING – AND MUSIC
By Janice/Jan Button Shafer, Cornell Class of 1953
August, 2019

At age eleven or twelve, I decided I wanted to become an engineer or a physicist.
My interest in math and science had been stimulated from an early age by my
electrical engineer father; he also inspired my interest in music as an avocation.
My only sibling, fraternal twin Judy, had no such interests, and became an
accomplished artist. By mid-teens I had discovered Cornell’s new School of
Engineering Physics, and decided I would attend Cornell and head toward a career
in experimental nuclear physics. In 1954 I was the only woman among the 22
graduates of the “class of ‘53” from Cornell’s School of Engineering Physics; the
other three women who had entered various Cornell engineering schools with me
in 1949 had all disappeared after our freshman year.
General Electric Co. offered me a position upon graduation. However, I had been
awarded a Fulbright fellowship for study in West Germany during the year 195455. I planned to engage in neutron physics, as I had been involved with nuclear
reactor design one summer at Oak Ridge National Laboratory. Goettingen was
renowned for mathematics, science, and medicine; its university and nearby Max
Planck Institute had become the primary locations for top German nuclear
scientists after WWII. Besides participating in a neutron-physics seminar and
other courses, I assisted an outstanding young German in research for his doctoral
thesis. Karl Heinz (“Charlie”) Beckurts was constructing a deuteron accelerator to
produce low-energy neutrons for study of diffusion through graphite. (After
leading research centers in Karlsruhe and Bonn, Beckurts became Director of
Research and Technology at the Siemens Company in Munich. We remained
close friends until his 1986 assassination by a terrorist group.)
From Germany I went to Berkeley to continue my doctoral studies in nuclear
physics. I was surprised to find some physics and math graduate courses at UCBerkeley to be significantly less demanding than similar courses I had taken in my
last few years at Cornell. However, research at the Lawrence Radiation Lab (later
renamed the Lawrence Berkeley Lab) was exciting; and professors doing
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experimental physics there often taught graduate courses that would have been
presented by theorists at most universities.
I was influenced at Berkeley by outstanding physicists, including many who were
Nobel Prize winners. In 1956 I joined the Chamberlain-Segrè small experimental
group of several postdocs and five graduate students, and became the doctoral
student of Owen Chamberlain, one of Berkeley’s most outstanding researchers and
teachers. His group had just established the existence of the antiproton in an
important experiment at the Rad Lab Bevatron (proton synchrotron accelerating
protons to 6.2 Billion-electron-Volts). During the next three years, I participated in
six experiments that the group carried out at the Bevatron and at the nearby 184-in.
synchro-cyclotron (whose 23-kGauss magnet had been used during the war years
to separate the fissionable U-235 isotope from the dominant U-238). I was able to
carry out my doctoral experimental runs at the cyclotron primarily by myself, as
more senior physicists were on leave or were busy with Bevatron antiparticle
experiments. My thesis involved determining the complex spin structure that
resulted from double-scattering of 440-MeV deuterons from carbon and beryllium
targets. I was awarded my Ph.D. in Nuclear Physics in June, 1959.
Just before I completed my thesis, Luis Alvarez, who headed a very large group of
physicists and engineers at the Berkeley Rad Lab, came down the corridor and
asked me to join his group. (Alvarez became known for WWII work on radar and
the atomic bomb, accelerator and detector development, dinosaur extinction, etc.)
I was hesitant to join a group that would be doing lengthy computer studies of
tracks seen in “bubble-chamber” interactions. However, I saw opportunities not
only for data analyses, but also for setting up beam-lines and designing detectors
for the Bevatron experimental runs using the Alvarez 72-in.-long (550-liter) liquidhydrogen or deuterium bubble chamber. Alvarez was awarded the Nobel Prize in
Physics in 1968 for his group’s discoveries in particle physics.
Shortly after marrying in 1962, my husband John and I had an amusing experience
at a large gathering of Berkeley physicists and engineers in Alvarez’ home.
Edward Teller, known for his cleverness as a theorist and for talent in pianoplaying (as well as H-bomb development) approached me and my husband. On
learning that John was studying (pure) mathematics, Teller expressed surprise that
I had not married a physicist or a musician. I responded mischievously that
“physicists were too egotistical” and “musicians were too temperamental.” Teller
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turned to his wife and said in mock dismay, “I have just been doubly insulted, and
I need a drink!”
I taught for some semesters at UC Berkeley, but only as a “Lecturer.” The UCBerkeley Physics faculty did not appoint a woman professor (a theorist, not an
experimentalist!) until the mid-1980s.
In 1965 I was asked by the new head of Physics & Astronomy at the University of
Massachusetts in Amherst to take a faculty position and to lead a new high-energy
research group there. I at first refused, as Berkeley physics was exciting, and my
husband of just a few years was continuing his graduate studies for a mathematics
Ph.D. Luis Alvarez tried to discourage me from leaving his group in Berkeley.
With encouragement from my husband, I agreed to go to Amherst a year later, and
to spend 1965-66 (while still in Berkeley) in seeking research funds and junior
faculty for UMass. From 1966 on, I taught various UMass courses - modern
physics, electronic labs, condensed-matter physics, physics of music, physics of
energy, etc. - and led my group in research at several national laboratories.
Besides analyzing bubble-chamber data, we contributed to new beams and
detectors for accelerator-produced particles. With advice from cryogenics
engineers, I designed and built a target of spin-polarized protons (cooled to one
degree above absolute zero) for use in particle beams at high-energy laboratories.
Although I had thought I would stay only a few years in Amherst, and then return
to Berkeley, I instead spent 32 years in teaching and research at UMass. I was the
only woman on the Physics faculty for about 20 years. My husband taught in the
Mathematics department at UMass, and then joined a start-up company that
developed computer programs to provide financial advice for hospitals throughout
the U.S. Our three children grew up in Amherst. All have gone into technical
fields: our daughter into space physics, and our twin sons into mechanical
engineering, and computer science. The boys graduated from Cornell’s College of
Engineering in 1992. The first-born twin survived childhood cancer, a large
metastatic head tumor diagnosed at age 11, and further cancers; at age 49, he
continues to have an outstanding career in the auto industry. (I recently completed
a book about his years of battling cancer.) His computer-scientist twin has done
research at Microsoft, and is now employed by Google.
On returning from Amherst to our house in Berkeley in 1998, after husband John
and I had both retired, I pursued particle-physics research at Berkeley and Stanford
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for another decade. John died at age 85 in early 2010; and I then moved to
Pasadena to be near physicist daughter Christina (M.S. Cohen) and her family.
Chris has done space-physics research at Caltech since 1996, and has raised two
daughters. Her younger girl is majoring in physics, and plans to become a
geophysicist. We will have three generations of women physicists in my family!
I have continued to play piano with amateur and professional instrumentalists in
chamber music throughout my life. Since coming to Pasadena, I have presented
programs of sonatas and trios with accomplished musicians. Part of a recent
musical “bio” is reproduced here.
Pianist Janice Button Shafer was playing with vocalists and instrumentalists by
age ten. Her coaches have included pianists Adolph Baller and Eugene List, and
violinists Naoum Blinder and Roman Totenberg. She has performed chamber
music in the San Francisco area, Boston, New York City, and Amherst, MA. For
nearly a decade, she has presented programs in the Pasadena, CA, area; these
have included piano trios and quartets, as well as violin-piano and cello-piano
duos.
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Never Accept the “NO” Answer
By Ruth Christoff Landon

I grew up in Gloversville, N.Y., the daughter of older hard working
parents. My Dad was a successful building contractor. Neither parent
had gone beyond 8th Grade, so when I announced I wanted to go to college, the
first answer was “NO”. My Guidance Counselor intervened and eventually I found
myself at Cornell in the I&LR school!
Bill, C’52, Landon never called me “Ruth”, but always “Chris”. So that is who I
have been for 65 years. I married Bill Landon midterm of my junior year. Again,
the first reaction from my parents was “NO”, but Bill convinced them that he
really could take care of me. We had every intention of my returning to Cornell in
the fall and looked at Bill’s Army experience as an extended honeymoon.
Unfortunately, I became very ill that summer and was in no condition to return to
Cornell. An Army doctor and a prestigious Boston doctor both told us that we
would not be able to have a family. Another “NO” that we over-turned!
I became a mother in Sept. of 1953. When our first daughter arrived she was a
miracle. In the next 10 years, 5 other baby Landons were born while Bill
completed his stint with the Army and started to work for Sears as a management
trainee. Each promotion meant a new town and a new baby! His last Sears
assignment was as the store manager in Rockland, Me. I was a very full time
mother. During those years I volunteered for both Boy Scouts and Girl Scouts. I
took my experience with me when me moved, eventually receiving the Girl Scout
Thanks recognition in 1980.
Bill left Sears in 1968 and his next job took us to Indiana and to a home in an
Indianapolis suburb. As we drove to our new home, a few blocks away, a new
United Methodist Church was being built. “We won’t go there,” said Bill, “they
will have a big building fund and we just left one”. Wrong again, because the next
year, I was offered a job with the church’s new early childhood program (no doubt
because I was an experienced mother). I took intensive training and had an
outstanding mentor who told me that I was a “natural”. I discovered that I loved
early childhood education and child development! I took classes to learn more.
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Shortly after and for the next 20 years I was the C.E.D. of the church and the
Director of the preschool for 30 years.
The church was in the growing part of town and flourished, so both jobs grew. I
grew, too, and became a Laboratory Leader for the UMC, traveling around the
country and teaching the basics of early childhood education to other schools. I
wrote curriculum and articles for Cokesbury.
Meanwhile, “my” school flourished and became one of the first NAEYC
accredited programs in Indiana. We partnered with Ball State University as a
Professional Development School. As a result, I became an Adjunct Professor.
When the church built a new Education wing, we dreamed of expanding to a
challenging form of Day Care by offering part-time childcare for mothers who
worked part-time. We also wanted to add Infant Care and Kindergarten classes.
When the idea was presented to the church trustees, they were very skeptical. I had
just written the Guidelines for United Methodist Weekday Ministry programs, so I
HAD to make certain that everything was done right! Scheduling was a 3
dimensional problem. Learning computer skills (from a savvy 10 year old
granddaughter) and a very elaborate database made it all possible along with a staff
of wonderful, dedicated women! With an enrollment of 250 children and a staff of
50, I think that I justified my I&LR training! However, it was a 40 plus hour job!

In 1998 I retired from the church portion of my job. At my retirement party I was
awarded the State of Indiana Sagamore of the Wabash Award. I think it was the
first time it was awarded to a preschool teacher! It was a great honor for the school
and for me.
Then I attended an NAEYC conference in Atlanta. There I was introduced to a
wonderful program called Conscious Discipline developed by Dr. Becky Bailey. It
changed my life and inspired me. I took it back to my staff and pursued training for
myself. As a result, I became a Conscious Discipline Trainer in 2003. I taught the
program to other schools, to student teachers, and had over 100 parenting six-week
classes. According to many participants, many families were changed.
I stayed with the preschool for 10 more years, teaching and leading. Finally, at age
77, I realized it was “time”. At that retirement party the mayor of Indianapolis
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proclaimed it to be Chris Landon Day. Again, for a Nursery School teacher!
Wonders will never cease!
With Bill and I both retired, we moved to Roanoke, Va. 11 years ago; our youngest
son and grandsons lived here. Bill passed away 5 years later and I lost my partner
who had given me the encouragement to follow my dreams for 62 years.
I had never had time for many things, so I now belong to a Book Club and a
Writing Group. I have been teaching Kindergarten church school for the past 5
years and I take classes at the YMCA.
I have not mentioned my family. We had 3 boys and 3 girls. Raising 6 children
during the turbulent 60’s and 70’s was challenging! But, they grew to be adults to
be proud of! The mother who never received her degree has 6 offspring with 6
Bachelor degrees, 6 Masters degrees and 2 PHD’s. Redeemed! There are now 12
grandchildren and 5 great-grandchildren!
I worked in one of the most important but poorly paid fields in the country and
found it to be my passion. Crazy? Probably. Rewarding? Definitely! I never had a
Cornell building named for me, but there is a Chris Landon playground in
Indianapolis!
My legacy is my family- all are altruistic and wonderful citizens. They have been
super parents and their children are all doing well. I stay in touch with many
families I had the privilege of working with, and they, and their children, are part
of my legacy. I look back on my Cornell years with wonderful memories. Cornell
enriched my life and, indirectly, theirs. Dr. Konvitz and other professors opened
my mind to learning. Cornell gave me the courage and the desire to learn and to do
new things. Thanks, Cornell!
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Grandma
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Lois Crane Williams (and Peter M. Williams)

I grew up on a 200-acre
farm, later writing “Robert
B. Crane, Hunterdon County
Farmer, 1930-1942” – a
description of my father’s
twelve years of farming
based on his diaries and
account books and using
USDA data on Depressionera potato and egg prices.
He was a Cornell “aggie,”
and it the story of the
modern agriculture of ninety
years ago. A copy is in the
Mann Library at Cornell.
I met Peter at Cornell – he a Chemical Engineer and I a Home Ec transfer student.
Most memorable were our spring Sunday morning walks in the hills around Ithaca.
We married in 1956, we “did” eight of the Class of ’53 reunions, and I came as a
widow in 2018.
Peter’s senior project at Cornell involved radioisotope particles obtained through
Oak Ridge National Laboratory’s early distribution to research universities,
inspiring his nuclear engineering career. He worked for DuPont at the Savannah
River Laboratory, Aiken, SC; Aerojet General; and the research staff of the
Department of Aeronautical Engineering at Princeton University, where he shared
a patent for a liquid core nuclear rocket in 1966.
Peter and I moved to Potomac, Maryland in 1967, where we both got PhDs at the
University of Maryland. Peter was a nuclear engineer at the Nuclear Regulatory
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Commission and then the Department of Energy where he was Director of the
Division of High-Temperature Gas-Cooled Reactors. After retirement in 1994, he
was a consultant to the International Atomic Energy Agency in Vienna.
For some time, I was a stay-at-home mother of six, active in the community as a
Girl Scout Leader, school newsletter editor and PTA president. I was a research
associate at UMBC’s Center for Educational Research from 1978 through 1995,
writing an early newsletter, Computers in Education in Maryland; managing
Maryland’s Odyssey of the Mind state tournament; and writing the evaluation
reports for Writing To Read in 42 Baltimore City schools and for Tesseract (run by
a for-profit management company) in nine Baltimore City schools. As a consultant
to the Baltimore City Public School System from 1996 through 2002, I wrote
reports and proposals for Baltimore’s federally-funded mathematics and science
programs.
Our six kids have grown up to “do us proud,” each with a Master’s degree:
 Jane, retired, enjoys long distance bicycling, including two cross-country trips.
 Gilbert owns a flourmill in Wisconsin, and speaks for the Artisan Grain
Collaborative.
 Katherine runs a Sierra Leone (Africa) NGO, focusing on adolescent girls’
education.
 Annie teaches high school American History in Virginia, with IB and ESOL
classes.
 Louise, a lawyer, does international consulting on economic empowerment.
 Bobby, in New Hampshire, develops training modules and websites for UN
agencies.
As a family, we’ve enjoyed cross country travel and family camping, the beach and
the bay at Maryland’s Assateague Island, and hiking in New England and on the
C&O Canal Towpath. For 40+ years we’ve attended a week-long Unitarian
conference at Star Island, 10 miles off off Portsmouth, NH, where kids and
grandkids have had summer jobs. I authored a book, Religion at the Isles of Shoals
(2006) and developed a permanent exhibit, Fishing Village at the Isles of Shoals
(2017).
Peter’s declining health put me in charge of getting our five-bedroom Potomac
house ready to sell, with repairs and paint inside and out, only to see it torn down
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and replaced by something grander. We moved to a retirement home
(Rappahannock Westminster-Canterbury (RW-C)) at the tip of Virginia’s Northern
Neck in 2013 – he to Health Care with vascular dementia and I to a cottage. His
last years were good, as I wheeled him to campus events and the dining room.
Peter died in 2015.

Now I run RW-C’s Library (4000 books!) and, as Madame Librarian, write a page
for the monthly newsletter. And I’m heavily into local history. I made happen a
historical marker about a War of 1812 event, “69 Slaves Escape to Freedom,” I’ve
just done a small book, Tobacco Trader on the Corotoman, and with others I’m
almost finished with The Lee and Lawson Lands of White Stone, Virginia.

While age is starting to show up here and there, I participate in four book groups,
I’m still driving, still threading needles, still walking a mile at 6:00 a.m., and I still
have too many simultaneous projects!
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A Memory from Jim Dolliver

One of the engineering students I knew at Cornell was very serious
about his studies. His dates were very rare. Let’s call him Jay.
One winter weekend Jay was surprised to be both caught up with his studies and
able to obtain a date for the basketball game. Let’s call her Sugar.
At the half a group of Sugar’s friends rushed across the court to meet the new date.
After a quick hello to Sugar, they turned to Jay and one said, “And you must be
Bruce.”
Editor’s note: Jim was a fraternity brother and I think that Jay was me because my
friends called me Bruce for a few weeks.
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Al Finkelstein
Joanne Williams and Alvin Finkelstein met in the spring of 1953 at a
ZBT party as blind dates. Jay graduated from Cornell and they married
in 1953 October with Jot Thuma (d), Dick Shaffer, Miriam Strauss, and
Lou Hoffman (d) in attendance. After 65 years they live in Phoenix
Arizona having raised a family of seven. Al transferred to the
University of Massachusetts in Amherst for his Bachelors Degree and
later received a master's degree from Purdue University and Arizona
State University.
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Ronald Bay Furry
Following 42 years of service at Cornell University, in 1995 I
retired as Professor of Agricultural and Biological Engineering and
was granted Emeritus status. I received my BS (1953, with
Distinction) and MS (1955) degrees from Cornell University, and my PhD (1965)
from Iowa State University, majoring in Agricultural engineering and minoring in
Theoretical and Applied Mechanics, and Nuclear Engineering.
During my tenure at Cornell, I participated in all three mission functions of the
Department: Teaching, Research and Extension, and served as its Chairman during
1990-94. My principal research interests centered on postharvest controlled
atmosphere environments for agricultural materials, while my Extension efforts
included responsibility for the dairy structures program for New York State, as well
as the Extension Plan Service. I enjoyed teaching immensely, and taught
undergraduate and graduate courses ranging from computer programming and
computer graphics through similitude methodology. My publications include fifteen
sole-author, eighteen principal-author, and seventeen contributing-author papers;
sixty engineering bulletins, mostly sole-authored; four manuals and guides; one
book chapter; one-hundred-seventy articles; thirty-two structural design plan sets;
and seventy-eight serial newsletters. In addition, I developed several mainframe and
microcomputer engineering design application packages which I utilized extensively
in my teaching program. I also served the Department as Coordinator of Research
and Graduate Faculty Representative, participated in a wide variety of College of
Agriculture and Life Sciences, College of Engineering and University
responsibilities, including the University Senate and the Faculty Council of
Representatives, and established and conducted the Department’s undergraduate
recruitment program from 1974 to my retirement. In 2007, I wrote A Pioneering
Department: Evolution from Rural Engineering to Biological and
Environmental Engineering at Cornell University, 1907-2007, that traces the
evolution of the Department of Biological and Environmental Engineering (BEE) at
Cornell over its first 100 years. As of April 2019, over 10,000 copies of this book
have been downloaded from eCommons, Cornell's digital repository. A free copy
can be obtained by visiting https://ecommons.cornell.edu/handle/1813/7642. In
December 2018, I completed my memoir which is now also available from
eCommons.
I received recognition as a National Science Foundation Science Faculty Fellow, and
a Ford Foundation Prospective Teacher in Engineering. In 1992, I was elected a
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Fellow of the American Society of Agricultural Engineers (ASAE, now ASABE),
and was the recipient of several blue ribbon awards from ASAE. In 1993, the
American Society for Engineering Education (ASEE) awarded me its Centennial
Certificate for Exceptional Contributions to ASEE and the Profession of
Engineering. I also served as Chairman of the Biological and Agricultural
Engineering Division of ASEE.
I am a member of Phi Kappa Phi, Sigma Xi, a charter member of Gamma Sigma
Delta at Cornell, and a member of Alpha Zeta (AZ), where I served on the Board of
Directors for several decades. I was the AZ Board’s Facility Program Chairman
during the construction of the fraternity‘s new house on Thurston Avenue which was
dedicated in 1993. I was a charter member (1962) of the Ithaca Sertoma Club service
organization, and an early member (1954) and active participant of the Cornell
Federal Credit Union (CFCU), now CFCU Community Credit Union. I served on
the Credit Union’s Board of Directors for eleven years, and was its Chairman for
four years. By 2018, the CFCU’s assets had grown to over a billion dollars, with
200 employees, 70,000 members, and several new branch offices. I was designated
a Distinguished Military Graduate of the Class of 1953, Air Force ROTC, by the
Secretary of the Air Force and reached the rank of 1st Lt. in the USAFRes.
The following excerpt from my department history book aptly sums up my feelings
about Cornell:
“Preparation of this document brought back memories, almost too many memories,
of what Cornell and this Department were like since 1949, while I moved from
undergraduate student to Professor Emeritus over a period of 46 years.
I cannot adequately describe the feeling of hearing the McGraw Tower bells joyfully
burst across the campus as a student while on the long trek back to my West Avenue
barracks dormitory after class on the upper campus, alone on a cold, still, snowy
winter evening, nor how comforting it was to be part of a family of friends later as a
member of the department’s faculty and staff. Some of us would have the pleasure
of knowing the founders of the department and many of their talented colleagues;
they were truly superior individuals working for the betterment of humankind. It was
a remarkable opportunity and an inspiring journey; I’d gladly go back to do it all
over again. Everyone should have the opportunity to delve into the past to see just
what their predecessors accomplished. They made life worth living.”
I have been happily married to Lois Anne McClure (Ithaca College 1955) for 66
years. We have three children - Suzanne Lynne Furry-Irish, married to L. Paul Irish;
Kenneth B. Furry; and Donna Wynne Furry Tongue, married to Donald V. Tongue.
We have five grandchildren and two great-grandchildren. My sister, Joanne Louise
Furry, married my best friend and fellow Cornell classmate, David P. Dirksen.
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Memoir
By Erwin Geiger
Of course, my life is a bit quieter than when I was in charge of
Economic Reform in Kazakstan after retiring from Mobil Oil. After
Kazakhstan in 1996/97 I did a similar project in Kyrgistan. The spelling of the
country names is a bit optional depending if you take a Russian base or a phonetic
one.
There was no textbook for the enormous tasks. Reforming a soviet economy,
where everything was state owned was never done before. My team of 30 Kazakhs,
30 ethnic Russians, citizens of Kazakhstan and about 8 young US consultants,
wrote law drafts and got them approved by the government. This was an awesome
undertaking especially when one dealt with local government officials to whom a
corporation was a strange concept, totally different from a soviet ministry.
Anyway, we tried our best and the economy of Kazakstan was changed totally
from the state planned one it was when I arrived.
Now, long retired, I am very busy managing my stock portfolio and my IRAs. Yes,
stocks, while brokers try to convince me that at my age of 88 years, I should be in
bonds.
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Ed Gibson on Cars and Racing
You asked for it, stand back!

PORSCHE (Old Ferdinand must have cursed me from above
for some reason)
* I bought a 365C, last of the line, in February, 1965 at Pray Auto in Greenwich
for $4,300 ($34.6k in 2019 dollars). On the way home (Ardsley, NY) I stopped at
my sister's in Bedford NY to show it off... and watched from her kitchen window
as her daughter backed into it in the parking area! Disbelief reigned! Luckily only
the front bumper was totaled. 356 bumpers were trash.
* August '65: while parked outside a subway station in the Bronx a piece of a
telephone pole fell on the roof and damaged it.(yes!) Disbelieve again.
* October '65: Anecdote: On an overnight rally, wife Marjory (Whitehurst '54)
driving, stopped at midnight at closed station for gas (running on fumes). Drained
pump hoses and while doing so a Corvette pulled up and driver said, "when you're
finished, fill mine up"...sure Buddy, and I steamed off. Don't know if he ever made
it to the midpoint restaurant stop a few miles down the road.
* Jan '66: Overnight rally, Marjory at the wheel again, heavy snowstorm, coming
down hill we couldn't stop and plowed into another competitor stuck in a
snowbank. Hundreds of dollars of damage.
* Feb ''66: Next door neighbor backed into side of car with heavy damage (at least
he did it with an E Type!)
* Feb. '66: Marjory rolled the car (she was unhurt but $2000 of damage. Insure
paid despite youngest daughter, age five, piping up in interview with insurance
agent in contradiction to what her mother had just told the agent. For some reason
he ignored it.
* Oct '66: Got hit in the rear while stopped at a traffic light.
* Nov '66; Trimming grass with a "golf club" type blade cutter that picked up a
stone that landed on the back window shattering it (disbelief again!)
* April '66: Moving collision that damaged the right side of the car (my fault).
* Feb '68: Complete cosmetic rebuild, $626 worth ($46,00 2019 dollars). Took car
directly to automatic wash and attendant hooked the pulling cable directly to the
bumper despite my explicit instructions to use the hook on the frame. Bumper
pulled out of shape as I watched (disbelief again!). Washer paid for
* 1969: Shipped car to Japan when I joined McCann Erickson.
* 1970: Shipped it back when M. & I split.
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* 1970: Car attendant in garage where M lived in NYC damaged the whole right
side of the car by scraping a pillar as he brought it out.
M sold the car. New owner blew the engine driving it with low oil.
Requiescat in pace!
* 1982: Bought a late 60s 911 from a private person in Brussels. Noticed a
"clunking" sound in the rear on a test drive with him. Bum rear axle which the
owner agreed to fix himself (warning light! I should have twigged, but it was a
good price). Stupidly parked the car in the street outside my apartment with no
license plate. Gone the next morning, police had taken it. An agonizing discussion
in French, mercifully translated for me by my secretary, to convince the police that
it wasn't stolen and get the car back.
* 1983: Spent $2000+ having the frame rewelded where it had extensively rusted
out (How could I have been so stupid?!)
* 1983: Went on a business trip, when I got back the car had been stolen out of the
apartment garage where I kept it. Police found it three weeks later on the street
with doors and hoods missing. Nothing else. A "custom" theft to complete a
blackmarket sale. Cost for me to replace them with parts from Porsche was
prohibitive so I sold what was left to an individual who was going to restore it
(probably by stealing the parts
Adieu!

).

RACING
* 1965: Excited by the Porsche I bought an Austin Healey 1960 Mark I "Bug
Eyed" Sprite to race. Enlisted in SCCA drivers school and trained at Lime Rock in
CT. After three sessions got my license. Raced at LR and Bridgehampton (where I
once blew a piston due to mixture leaning out...low gas) and Thompson (old track
in CT) where I spun off into a shallow pond and the car submerged except for the
two headlights sticking up like a frog. Hilarious if it hadn't been tragic.
* 1967: Bought a hot Caldwell Formula Vee from a hot FV driver (he later ran at
Indy). Very popular one design class, strictly enforced to keep big money out.
Built on a VW chassis and engine which is virtually the same as a formula race car,
but with a smaller engine, of course. Got speeds up to 110 mph, start grids of 30+
all virtually the same, very competitive.
* 1968: Crashed it. Bought a Zink FV, hottest make at the time. Built by Ed Zink
in Tennessee, former moonshiner who taught me the "revenuers spin", wherein the
transport car was set up so that it could do a 180 degree spin at high speed and fly
right past the revenuer car going the other way!
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In July while running third in a regional race, spun at the top of the hill leading to
the straight at Lime Rock and flew up in the air, end over end and landed in the
woods by the track, upside down. I couldn't get out and waited about five minutes
before the marshalls came and lifted the car so I could get out. I hadn't noticed that
the fuel tank cap, right in front of the windscreen, had popped open and gasoline
had run out two feet in front of my face.
I was unhurt but the car was totalled so I took it back to Zink to sell for parts. He
never paid me... ah well!
* 1970: In Japan. A new friend of mine, an American GI who had stayed after the
war, owned an auto repair business. He built a race car for me. At that time the
Japan Auto Federation ran and sponsored races at the Fujiyama and Tsuka
racetracks. My friend had worked for him after the war running cars from one city
to another to register them. The trick was to buy American cars from the GIs who
had had them shipped over by the military, then register them all over Japan. In
those days Japan's bureaucratic system records consisted of file cards in shoe
boxes, so by registering them in multiple regions the cars would get "lost" and he
would sell them for big money to Japanese businessmen. The cars we ran could be
classed as TransAm (Tiny Lund, a US champion, came over for one of our races).
They were built on Nissan "Cedric" chassis (terrible name, but they were built to
be taxicabs so were very sturdy). All the JAF race versions had three liter pushrod
engines. But my friend insisted that a two liter overhead cam engine could generate
as much power and be less prone to breaking. He contacted his friend, Pete Brock,
in LA, who built and ran the US Nissan (Datsun) racing team. We bought a racing
engine from Brock, a two liter DOHC power plant that turned out 202 horsepower
(remarkably good for the day). But my friend was wrong. The three liter jobs out
ran me and none of them broke. There were 68 cars in the series and at one stage I
was running sixth in points. But Nissan and Toyota each had teams with three cars,
pro drivers and a full crew of mechanics. I couldn't compete with that so hung up
my helmet and sold the car in 1972. Drivers meetings were always interesting.
Sitting there in the early 1970s with 20-25 young Japanese race drivers (not
understanding a word that was being said), I often thought that I had been spirited
away to a Japanese aircraft carrier 31 years earlier and was headed toward Hawaii!
In the US I maintained my race cars myself, (even rebuilding the submarine Sprite
engine) except for major work for which I employed a friend who owned a foreign
car repair business in Ardsley, NY. but I never tried restoration like you did/do.
That would be beyond me. PI ran 32 races in the States (plus a few gymkhanas,
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rallies and hill climbs) and eight in Japan. I spent about $15,000 in total for
everything (about $50,000 in 2019...oy gevalt!!.)

*Frederic in G&S "Pirates of Penzance", 1984. Plot of the opera revolves around
Frederic's 21st birthday, which fell in a leap year. I got away with it at 53 without the
use of makeup but with clever lighting and a toupee wig!
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Gerry Grady

Editor’s note: In 1956 John Nixon and I visited Gerry in Frankfort during our 10
week tour of Europe. He took us to a contractor’s party where the Conga Line,
dancing past the host’s pool, suddenly started jumping (more likely pushed) into
the pool fully clothed. We suspect Gerry, our Class Clown, was the instigator. We
met the monkey Gunther Perdue that appeared in his photos.
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Jim Hatchett
Basking under a rare blue Michigan July sky which has been rather
more Ithacaesque, your correspondent summons days that followed
what happened after the good old days on The Hill. First, for many,
came good old days in the military. Many wore gold bars on their
shoulders as they learned what the sergeants and seamen taught them
that prepare them for real life, civilian style. and family life — some added more
book learning. I, for one quickly managed to earn 30 clams a week at the Syracuse
YMCA , so on to earn Second Lieutenant’s pay for two years, followed by about
the same as a copy boy with The New York Daily News followed by even more as
a writer-editor and still more as promotions grew over the years. In due course, I
retired after about a half century.

Along the way, I did about 15 years USAF - retired reserve. At about 35, after
active bachelorhood in NYC, I married Wellesley grad Harriett Jean Spalding
(lately deceased). One child, Susan Moore Hanchett (Reaume), I’m proud to say,
is Cornell ’90, and married to the boy next door in Grosse Ile, MI, Kelly Reaume.
Our primary residence for about a half century was Stuyvesant Town in midtown
Manhattan. But whenever possible we return to alma mater and may be fairly
described as active alums, with favored feline friends and followers of Big Red
Football (now honored in the Hall of Fame, (Editor’s note).
Favorite Waiters Songs: The Fiji Isles, and “Good night, little girl, good night. I
thought I could win you with all that gin in you” - to which Liz Fuchs Fillo
added, ”Good night little boy good night. You couldn’t continue with all that gin
in you.”
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BUD HAYDEN BIO
I considered other universities, but chose Cornell because two of
my fellow high school classmates (Jerry Potter, BME ’54, and
SidOkes CE ’54) were coming. We were three of about five of so
students admitted from Minnesota that year. There were not a lot of
Cornellians in Minneapolis and we did not know any of them—but
East we went to enjoy an adventure and obtain a good education. One very
pleasant memory I have is upon finishing the mandatory swimming test, Coach
Scott Little asked me to join the freshman swim team, and I did.
During graduation week I received my orders to report to Parks Air Force Station
in California and upon arrival there found it to be a port for embarkation—so on I
went to a troop ship headed for Yokohama. I spent thirteen months in Japan
(Showamai is about thirty five miles out of Tokyo) as part of a SCARWAF unit
(Special Category Army with Air Force). General Curtis E. Lemay wanted his
own corps of Engineers and I joined a company with six other blue uniforms and
two hundred thirty brown ones from Fort Belvoir.
A year later I was assigned to a Military Assistance Group (MAAG) in Taipei,
Taiwan. In the fall of 1955, Admiral Pride and the Seventh Fleet were patrolling
the Formosa Strait, the Air Force was familiarizing fighter squadrons from Japan,
Korea, Guam, Okinawa, and the Philippines with the seven air bases on Taiwan as
the nationalist Chinese were shelling the mainland from two small islands off the
coast of Communist China. Fortunately, things settled down and I returned home
in June of 1956. One pastime in Taiwan was playing duplicate bridge with my
fellow Chinese co-workers. I spoke minimal Chinese, they spoke no English.
Remind me to demonstrate my skill with chopsticks—they came in handy the day I
was the only non-Chinese person in a tournament with 84 players.
Neither of these skills was helpful when I returned to Minneapolis to join the
family business of selling and renting construction equipment (air compressors,
self-propelled compaction equipment, concrete road finishing products, soil boring
and drilling equipment, Lowboy trailers and with an emphasis on cranes). After
my love affair with cranes ended, I sold my interest in the company (1974) and
started a company which pioneered aerial work platforms—self-propelled boom
lifts and scissors lifts. I am pleased to report both companies are doing very well
without me!
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During my aerial work platform days, I became interested and deeply involved
with establishing standards for the industry and worked on them for 31 years. I am
able to lecture endlessly on American National Standards (ANSI) —and also cash
flow. Try me.
My volunteer commitments have focused on quality early childhood education. I
believe that kids who enter school prepared and ready to learn have a greater
chance of success throughout their lives. I work to assure that everyone has the
opportunity of a good education and early childhood education helps to provide
that.
I also serve on the board of a progressive think tank, Growth and Justice,
promoting policies for a robust Minnesota economy by addressing issues
associated with poverty and inequity.
Carol and I have been married 58 years and have two children. Both Connie and
John are living in the metro area. We are fortunate to have five lively
grandchildren. Alexis (19) is attending Concordia University (St. Paul), studying
for a degree in nursing and playing soccer for the Bears. Twins, Blake and Blair,
are sophomores at Wayzata High School and both play soccer and run track.
Connie’s daughter. Amber, is a recent graduate of Claremont-McKenna College
and now lives and works for REI in Boulder, Colorado. Grandson Ozzie is in his
third year at Westminster College, Salt Lake City.
We have visited over 35 countries, the vast majority on hiking and biking
excursions, others on cultural programs including a relatively recent one to Iran,
and two trips to international conferences where I was a presenter. (Surfer’s
Paradise, Australia; Brussels, Belgium).
Fortunately, I have had the opportunity to exercise post my swimming career by in
addition to biking and skiing also playing tennis and squash.

Little known facts about me: I have run several 10k events including two Bolder
Boulder (Colorado) runs (at 5,430 ft. of elevation), finishing third in my age
category one year and sixth in the other.
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 I have put together as many as three tables of men for Womenwinning
lunches raising funds for pro-choice women running for office (there
typically are 1,000 women and about 50 men attending).
 I was a guest lecturer at Texas A & M.
 I have a suppressed desire to run a marathon--it will remain suppressed.
 I hate to be late to anything and try hard to always be early. I suspect this
stems from my high school days at St. Thomas Military Academy where
being late to class earned you an hour on the demerit line and there was no
excuse regarding weather—(even at 20o below just remember to have the
right apparel).
 I was pleased and honored to be president of the National Trade Association
for Construction Equipment Dealers, the entity that served the industry I
worked in for forty years.
*Note: Fellow classmate (and my fraternity brother) Lee Bannigan’s squadron was
one that came. Upon meeting at the Taiwan Airfield, we agreed to have dinner a
few days later at a facility that was also where Air Force officers when in the area
would gather. About 30 minutes past our meeting time I asked a pilot entering if
he had seen Lee. He responded by saying, “We haven’t found him yet—his tail
was clipped by another plane during maneuvers today—last we heard was ‘Don’t
worry—I can bring it in.’” To my knowledge, his body has never been found, and
tragically we lost one of the most gifted classmates, having been an All-American
high school football player, National Merit Scholarship winner, and one of our
class officers.

.
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Getting Around
By Richard “Dick” Hayes
My life before going to Cornell was spent within a 50 radius of Albany,
where I was born. Summers were spent at our camp on Hunt Lake in
the town of Corinth, Saratoga County.
Besides the required courses of the Cornell Hotel School, I managed a year of
Spanish and a term of Economics. Summer jobs, which at the time were
requirements, took me to Virginia Beach, Owensboro, Kentucky and after ROTC
summer camp at Fort Lee, VA to Stroudsburg in the Pennsylvania Poconos.
The war in Korea was over July 27, 1953 before I reported for active duty in the
Army at Fort Dix. The officer to whom I reported, who happened to be the officer
responsible for the Officers Club, noticed my background in Hotel Administration
and assigned me to work in the Officers Club. Finally they were obliged to ship
me off to the Armoured School at Fort Knox, Kentucky. Quartermaster officers,
for which I had been trained in the ROTC, were not needed so I was designated to
be a tank man. The time at Fort Knox allowed me to spend weekends in Louisville
and to witness the 1954 Kentucky Derby. I had $10.00 to win on Determine, who
was not the favorite. That paid enough for me to treat my colleagues to mint
julips.
After finishing the Armoured School, I was reassigned to Fort Dix. On the way
back, I happened to be near Baltimore and the running of the Preakness at
Pimlico. I bet to win Hasty Road, who had been the defeated favorite at the
Kentucky Derby. This horse won. I was unable to attend the Belmont Stakes in
June but to have picked two winners in the Triple Crown was quite a feat, I
thought.
Upon returning to Fort Dix, I again worked at the Officers Club while awaiting
reassignment. As I was not enthusiastic about going to Korea, my father who was
living in Washington at the time, suggested that I go to the Pentagon and speak to
the career planning people, which I did. They had a spot for an armoured officer to
join a Regimental Combat Team in Iceland. Although it called for at least a First
Lieutenant, he was able to fit me in and soon I was off to Keflavik to help guard
our air base against the Russians.
The Russians never came so my five tanks saw no military action. After my
military service, I began working in the hotel & restaurant field. I had jobs in
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Ormond Beach, Florida, Clayton and St. Louis, Missouri, Jacksonville, Illinois and
Fort Lauderdale before managing private clubs in Greenville, South Carolina, the
Officers Club at Mc Dill AFB near Tampa and finally the Field Club in Sarasota.
The high point of my work during that period was having dinner on a chopping
block in the kitchen with Stan Kenton, who I had arranged to come with his
orchestra for a dance at the Mc Dill Officers Club. I also hired Les Brown for a
dance but was not as intimate with him as I was with Kenton.
In 1958 I left the hospitality industry and worked in Toledo, Ohio managing a
traditional men´s clothing store. While in Toledo, I met Jane Green who was in
charge of the music program at the Toledo Museum of Art. We hit if off well and
married in Chillicothe, Illinois her home town August 13, 1960.
Jane, who had graduated with a music major from Grinnell College, commuted to
Ann Arbor and obtained her Masters in Music in early 1961. For years I had toyed
with the idea of living in Latin America and now looked seriously at AIFT the
American Institute for Foreign Trade located in Glendale, Arizona adjacent to
Phoenix. AIFT, now known as the Thunderbird School of Global Management
was established after WW 2 by men who foresaw the need for Americans working
for international companies to have knowledge of the world and to be better
prepared for living abroad.
I was accepted to start AIFT in September, 1961. Jane qualified to teach in the
Phoenix school system and we were soon off to Arizona. We arrived toward the
end of the tourist season and jobs were not available. We were in Phoenix at the
time of the failed Bay of Pigs invasion of Cuba, decided to go to Grand Canyon
and there found work at the Bright Angel Lodge, Jane as a waitress serving the
help and I as a bellhop. We managed to save some money and since we had the
same day off each week, were able to explore northern Arizona before leaving for
jobs at a real estate development, Northern Aire, south of Flagstaff. Jane took care
of the pool and waited tables while I acted as golf pro, filling the carts´ batteries
each day and taking care of the shop. Fortunately I never had to give lessons as I
was not a golfer. I also worked in the dining room when required. While near
Flagstaff we frequently went to Sedona, then hardly settled.
Upon graduation from AIFT, I was hired as a trainee headed to Latin America by
the Chase Manhattan Bank. After a year spent in New York in their Special
Development Program, we were sent to Panama in mid- 1963. Enroute, we
stopped off in the Yucatan, Guatemala and Costa Rica. After less than a year in
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Panama, in 1964 we were transferred to Brazil where Chase had recently acquired
on interest in a Brazilian bank.
During our 51 years in Brazil, I held a number of jobs mainly involving banking
and finance. Aside from Chase, other US names include Dow Chemical, Bankers
Trust, Bank of New England, Riggs National Bank and PPG. I also acted as a
consultant for Japanese, German, Uruguayan and South African banks and did
work for three different Brazilian banks.
My volunteer work consisted mainly as a founder and president of Instituto Souza
Novaes, an NGO that for more than 20 years helped chemically dependent persons
and trained counselors. My entrepreneurial endeavors with partners and varying
degrees of success or failure involved Brazil´s first fried chicken chain, a cocoa
plantation, a bottled water firm and a sport fishing enterprise.
While in Brazil, we traveled all over South America visiting every country except
French Guayana. Also business took me to western Europe and we visited the
Balkan States, the Baltics and on our last trip, Montenegro and Albania. One of
our sons lived in Geneva for a while providing a handy jumping off spot.
In 1971 we moved from the city of São Paulo to a rural residence near Campinas,
some 60 miles in the interior of the state. We lived there, raising our three
children, until relocating to Whidbey Island, Washington to be near family, in the
fall of 2015.
After nearly 4 years in the US, we are adjusting to the political scene, are in good
health and keep busy with music and other cultural activities and participation in
the Unitarian Universalist Congregation of Whidbey Island. Our daughter and
family are in the Seattle suburbs and our sons and their families now are in Atlanta
& Austin.
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EXPERIENCING THE UNEXPECTED
By C. Richard “Dick” Jones

The pattern of my post Cornell life was set in the summer of 1952. I
rowed in a four man shell with coxswain, which coach Stork Sanford
set up for the 1952 Olympic Trials. We lost to Navy in the finals; they won the
gold metal in Helsinki, Finland. Then I went to the so-called “make up” ROTC
Air Force summer camp at O’Hare Air Field in Chicago. While there, we were
given the opportunity to fly in a T-33 two-seated jet. My pilot did a number of rolls
& loops. Since I did not barf like many others, the pilot asked if I wanted to fly.
My answer was “yes”. I did a number of sharp turns, rolls, etc. and decided I
wanted to be a fighter pilot.
I missed my graduation in 1954 in order to take my first job – coaching a boys’
crew at Club Nautico in Varadero Beach, Cuba. I got the job because this club was
always a loser. The winning wealthy Havana Clubs hired college coaches from
Columbia, Wisconsin, etc. The Columbia coach suggested they hire a college age
oarsmen that would require less money. Coach Sanford heard about this
opportunity and asked if I wanted the job. I had to leave right after finals to report
to work. Varadero Beach is a world class, beautiful beach 125 miles east of
Havana. The boys I coached did not speak English and I did not speak Spanish so
I used an interpreter. In the first race in Havana, my boys placed 3rd to win a
trophy for the first time ever. I made few adjustments and my boys finished 1st in
the second race in Cienfuegos. The final race was on the calm ocean at Varadero
Beach. My boys were winning when wake from President Batista’s yacht rocked
their shell, but they finished second. When Batista gave us the second place
trophy, he said “I kept you from being first”.
My next job was with General Electric in Binghamton, NY. I was a “quality
control engineer” for their products such as a tail gun fire control systems for the
B-47, & B-52 and other aircraft electronics like the after burner controller for the
F-86D (note later).
October 1954, I reported to Lackland AFB in San Antonio, TX for indoctrination.
Then I went to primary flight school at Mission Air Base, in McAllen, TX; basic
flight training at Laredo AFB, in Laredo, TX; finally, one of six from a class of 44,
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I went to advanced training at Perrin Field in Sherman, TX flying the F-86D.
Sherman is special place because I met and married my wife of 63 years, Elaine.
My operational assignment was to Ethan Allen Air Force Base at Burlington, NY.
Our mission was to scramble, and intercept Russian Bear Bombers who would test
our air defense system two to five times a week. Our first child, Cynthia was born
in Burlington. While there, I was selected for Flight Test School at Edwards AFB,
CA. Our headquarters at Steward AFB in NY were to cut the orders. They decide
my current assignment was too critical so they sent the orders to another pilot who
had no interest in flight test. With this, I decided to end my Air Force career.
I sent out resumes to 10 companies and favored two offers for flight test:
Grumman Aircraft on Long Island or Hughes Aircraft in California. This was
February 1959 in Burlington, VT with 3 feet of snow and below zero temperatures;
we accepted the Hughes offer.
My first assignment at Hughes was a school in El Segundo on maintaining the fire
control system in the F-101B. My second child, Scott was born in Inglewood, CA.
After the school, I went to Palmdale, CA to test the F-101B as a radar operator in
the back seat. The armament in the F-101B interceptor was a single solid fuel
rocket with a “nuclear” warhead. I performed several other flight test programs;
then I was asked to join a newly formed marketing organization for tactical aircraft
systems. We moved from Palmdale to Palos Verdes, CA. In 1962, I was asked to
be manager of the Air Force & NASA organization in the Hughes Washington
D.C. office. We moved to Bethesda, MD. While there, I went to George
Washington University at night and graduated in 1965 with an MBA. Our third
child, Craig, was born at Georgetown hospital in Washington D.C. In 1967, I
accepted an all expense with salary company offer to be a Sloan Fellow at MIT.
At the Sloan school in addition to the education classes, we met with executives at
MIT and during trips to New York, Washington DC, London, Paris, Bonn, Prague,
and Moscow. In June 1968, I graduated with an MSc in Management.
I returned to Hughes in El Segundo as Director of Marketing for the Space &
Communication Group. In 1962, Hughes launched the first geostationary
communication satellite. A satellite launched to 22,000 miles above the equator
points to the same point on the earth as it rotates. The first geostationary satellites
were used for international communication requiring six meter in diameter ground
antennas. We then focused the beam from the satellite on a nation and increased
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the power for national satellites. We marketed and sold national satellites to
Canada, US and Indonesia where the ground antennas were two meter in diameter.
We increased the power in the spacecraft of the national satellites and delivered
communication to a one meter diameter antenna on a house, known as “Direct
TV”. While marketing satellites literally around the world, one year I was away
from home 269 days. My next position was division manager of the NASA
programs in SCG. Hughes landed satellites on the moon to collect data for the
Apollo program, a satellite to orbit the sun, a satellite to orbit Venus and launch
three probes for data on the Venus atmosphere, satellites to map the earth with an
infrared sensor, and geostationary weather satellites to gather weather data and
track storms like hurricanes. Hughes SCG consisted of a Commercial Satellite
Division, a NASA Division and another division no one talks about.
In 1988, I became a corporate vice president managing the Electro Optical Systems
Group. The organization had about 10,000 employees when Hughes had 85,000
employees and was the largest employer in California. EOSG produced night
vision equipment for soldiers, tanks, ships, aircraft, and satellites. Other products
were large mirrors for Hubble and the lens system that corrected the original error,
other large mirrors, designed and built the lens system for IMAX theaters, 80% of
the lens for 35mm film cameras, and other optical applications. I retired in 1992
after 33 years at Hughes.
We bought two apartment buildings (22 & 17 units) on Sunset Blvd, Pacific
Palisades on a bluff looking directly at the Pacific Ocean in 1989. We moved to an
apartment in one of these buildings after I retired. Elaine managed these buildings.
About the same time, my son, Craig, created a Property Management company to
manage the buildings he had developed and built. He hired a president for his new
company that didn’t work out, so he asked me to fill in until he found a
replacement. The complex had nine 48 unit apartment buildings in Santa Monica,
two 48 unit buildings in Pasadena, and four 48 unit buildings in North Hollywood;
one was a 14 story building, the tallest residential building in the San Fernando
Valley. Craig found it difficult to find a replacement so I continued to work until
2010. Before the 2008 real estate crash, Craig had been selling some of his
buildings and establishing a property development company in Vietnam &
Cambodia. In 2010, he moved his family to Ho Chi Minh (Saigon) Vietnam where
property development was very active.
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After little league & Pop Warner, I became a member of the Calabasas Golf &
Country Club in 1983. That same year I joined two Hughes friends and nine others
to play the top ranked golf courses in Scotland. As we finished the two week trip,
one of my Hughes friends said “Why don’t we try to play the world’s top golf
courses published in Golf Magazine each year?” I have played golf in 26 of the 50
states, Mexico, Morocco, Italy, Spain, Portugal, France, England, Scotland and
Ireland; in the Pacific, Australia & New Zealand. People ask about the best. It
would be three rounds at Pine Valley Golf Course in NJ, which is and has been
ranked number one course in the world. I played about sixty courses of the 100. I
say “about” because every year courses are added and some are subtracted. We
left the apartment in 2012; bought a condo on Ocean Ave. in Santa Monica. We
are on the fifth floor of a 12 story building overlooking Palisades Park, Santa
Monica beach and the Pacific Ocean.
Our focus today is grandchildren. The oldest, Jaclyn Kapilow, graduated from
USC, Tulane (one year course) and George Washington Medical School. I have
attached a photo of her at graduation with her mother, Cynthia, and grandmother,
Elaine. She is in residency at University of Texas, Southwest, Parkland Hospital in
Dallas, TX as an orthopedic surgeon. The younger ones are in secondary school at
the International School in Ho Chi Minh City (ISHCMC). They are all swimmers
and have won a large number of medals and trophies in international meets in Ho
Chi Minh, Singapore, Hong Kong, Bangkok, and Hanoi. Elaine and I have made
the 19 hour flight to Ho Chi Minh and watched them compete in all these cities. I
have attached a photo of Elaine, Bopha, myself, Dara and Brad as they had just
returned from Santa Monica beach and swimming in the Pacific.
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Chuck Juran
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Don Lathrop, MD
After Cornell, I spent the next four years at Cornell Medical School,
then three additional years of internship and residency, training to be a
pediatrician. I married Flossie Smyers, C’55, and we had 2 girls
together. Then came two years in the Army Medical Corps stationed at
Fort Bliss in El Paso Texas. Rather than returning to my home state of
New Jersey, we headed to Stanford University Medical Center in Palo Alto
California for an additional year of training. We decided to settle in Los Altos,
California, and I have lived there ever since, spending 38 years in general pediatric
practice. I enjoyed this greatly, caring for multiple generations of families over the
years. I also did volunteer teaching at Stanford Hospital, working with medical
students, interns and residents, ultimately becoming an adjunct Clinical Professor of
Pediatrics.
Flossie died at age 35 years from a rare form of cancer, a hemangioperiocytoma,
which metastasized and ultimately filled up her lungs. Subsequently, I married Anne
McCarroll, and had 4 children of that marriage. Nineteen years later, we divorced
and I married Jackie Cantrell, obtaining 6 more grown children to our enlarging
family. Jackie was a teacher of ancient Mexican history, art and architecture at
Foothill College, a community college in Los Altos. We retired in our late 60’s, and
have stayed busy with our 26 grandchildren and 10 great grandchildren.
I have enjoyed golf all of my life, playing on the Cornell Golf Team years ago, and
have shot my age numerous times, starting at age 74. Music has provided much
enjoyment for me. I love to play the piano, especially when people are singing, and
especially when they are singing “the old songs” like we used to sing around the
piano at Cornell. Beautiful, ringing barbershop chords always make my spine tingle.
I sang in a barbershop quartet at Cornell (with Jack Brophy, Rod Kirk and Glenn
Crone). Later in life, I sang in a men’s barbershop chorus, “The Peninsulaires”, in
Palo Alto, CA. My other interests are reading, playing bridge, sailing and staying
active.
Don and Jackie Lathrop
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Warren (Skip) Leach
My intention, upon entering Cornell, was to study veterinary science but
in time decided that was not for me so transferred to the school of Dairy
Science which I enjoyed. I joined the swim team and found a niche
swimming both 50 and 100 freestyle and I also played 150 lb. football.
During my junior year, I took a semester off and drove to California with my
fraternity brother. Once there, and with my dad’s help, I got a job in LA at Challenge
Milk Company where I had to keep the conveyor belt loaded with empty cases. I got
into trouble with the union as I came in early to arrange the cases to go on the
conveyor belt more easily. I was then transferred to Fresno where I worked on the
assembly line. On my 21st birthday, I crashed the birthday party of the daughter of
Earl Warren, who was then Governor of CA and later became future Supreme Court
Justice. This party was at the Beverly Hills Hilton Hotel. My parents came out at
Christmas time and we drove back to Ithaca in time for me to enter the spring
semester.
In the summer following graduation, Caroline Shelby (class of 1953) and I were
married and subsequently moved to New Jersey where I worked first for General Ice
Cream in New Haven, CT and then Krim Ko Chocolate Co. One day, while playing
tennis with a friend, I learned about a job opening at NJ Bell, applied for it and got it
due to prior sales experience. I was there for 40 years through its various mergers with
AT&T and Verizon. Throughout these years, I was very active in the Rotary Club and
we hosted several exchange students in our home.
I am blessed to have three sons and a daughter, 15 grandchildren and 7 great
grandchildren with one on the way. Sadly, Caroline passed away soon after my
retirement. Following that time, I spent two winters in
Nicaragua teaching English as a second language which I
enjoyed, and then subsequent winters in Tucson until
three years ago.
I remarried in 1999 and now have three stepsons, eight
step grandchildren and two step great grandchildren - a
loving blended family. My wife and I live in a continuing
care community in Chambersburg, PA and are blessed
with some family nearby and visits from those who are
not.
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Memoir
By Yelva Liptzin Lynfield
I just returned from my volunteer shift at the Science Museum of Minnesota. We
have an exhibit called “Inventing Genius” about the inventions of Leonardo Da
Vinci and also the 101 greatest inventions of all time. These reminded me of my
freshman physics courses at Cornell.
In September 1949, aged 16, I arrived in Ithaca intending to be a premed chemistry
major. In order to rush through high school in 3 years I didn’t take high school
physics or chemistry there --- why bother when I would have to repeat them in
college? I was the only girl in the Introductory Physics for Science Majors course;
most of my classmates were from the engineering schools. That didn’t bother me; I
enjoyed the overall Cornell ratio of three male to one female students. What did
bother me was that the course consisted mainly of solving problems with
mathematical calculations.
For the spring semester I switched to Introductory Physics for nonscience majors.
What a difference! Professor Harley Howe had written the textbook, and in each
session he demonstrated a principle dramatically. Remember putting a pendulum
up to his nose and letting it swing forth and back? I loved this inspiring course!
Another notable memory of Cornell came in my senior honors seminar for chemistry
majors on the nature of the chemical bond. Professor Laubengayer asked us what
our plans were after graduation – and eleven out of twelve of us were going to
medical school. What a disappointment for this outstanding chemical researcher and
teacher!
A Cornell education wasn’t all academic, but appreciation of the scenery and social
life would fill another memoir!
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Autobiographical sketch of Larry Litchfield
After graduating from Cornell University's College of Architecture in
1954 I spent two years in the US Navy - at sea for a year and on
Bermuda for a year. Then I practiced architecture in New York for
forty years, retiring in 1997. From 1997 to 2007 Dolores and I spent
a few months every year in Paris, dividing the rest of the time
between New York and the Philippines, where Dolores is a dual citizen. After 2008
we quit Paris visits in an effort to simplify our lives as we aged. From 2008 to
2019 we lived in New York and the Philippines, depending on the season. Now we
live in the Philippines only.

Above is the beach complex we built twenty years ago on property her Filipino
grandfather bought 150 years ago.
A memory: Pete Hallock was an unusually deep sleeper and he didn’t always
come for breakfast. So one morning as he slept six of us very carefully carried him,
on his mattress with all his bedding, down the stairs and into the dining room. We
intended to leave him there to wake later… wondering WTF? But just as we
lowered him to a dining table he woke, and said ….”What’s goin’-on fellas?"
Editor’s note: I was one of the lifters.
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Linda Mitchell Davis
Hello Jack Allen,
Thank you for gathering up news for our class; it is always good to hear
about friends and all the various things people are doing. I am living on
our family ranch in northeast New Mexico and enjoying the seasonal patterns
of our cow-calf operation. My children and grandchildren are running
things, so I get to supervise and spend time with my grandchildren and great
grandchildren. New Mexico has experienced many years of drought, but we have
had good moisture over the winter and green grass is coming, along with the
baby calves. I fell last fall and broke my right arm above the elbow. I am
recovering well, thanks to the good care of my daughter and physical
therapy. However, I regretfully decided to retire from my EMT work with our
local Cimarron Volunteer Ambulance crew. One of the highlights for me of
2018 was attending our 65th Class Reunion with my daughter. It was
wonderful to catch up with classmates and to see the campus again in June.
I am looking forward to our 70th!
Swan Family Leadership Award From Linda Mitchell Davis by Jack Allen
Linda Davis, a cattlewoman from Cimarron, New Mexico, has received the
respected 2019 Swan Family Leadership award for her decades of service to the
cattle and beef industry. The award was given during the 2019 Cattle Industry
Convention & NCBA Trade Show. Davis has devoted her entire life in service to
the beef cattle industry. Her father, Albert Mitchell, was president of the American
National Live Stock Association, a predecessor to the National Cattlemen’s Beef
Association and demonstrated the value of industry involvement.
In 1953 she married Les Davis and they had six children, all of whom work on the
ranch today. Les died in 2001, and Linda managed the ranch while continuing her
service to the industry. She has played important roles in the National Cattlemen's
Beef Association and related industry organizations throughout her life, including
the American National CattleWomen. She has also been a strong force in the New
Mexico Cattle Growers Association and the National Cattlemen’s Foundation,
serving as chair of the W.D. Farr Scholarship Committee.
The Swan Family Leadership Award is named for Bill and George Swan of Idaho
and Utah, who each served in various local, state and national leadership positions
before eventually being elected NCBA president. Both continued to serve the
industry following their presidencies. Bill Swan passed away in 1997; George in
2001.
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Established in 2001, the award honors worthy individuals who have made a
difference to the beef industry through a lifetime of dedication and leadership.
Recipients are judged on the length of service, breadth of service and the impact of
their service and leadership to the beef industry.
From Graeme Goodsir
I am pleased to comment on what I've known about Linda Davis over many years
of collaboration.
We first met when the Cattlemen's Beef (Promotion-Research) Board was formed
in 1986. Linda represented the National Cattlemen's Beef Association (NCBA) and
me as a importer representative. These were depressed times for nearly all of the
US agriculture sector. The National Cattlemen's Association had previously
attempted unsuccessfully to fund self-help market promotion and research but
eventually succeeded in 1985 with the support to NCA from the Meat Importers
Council when I was Chairman (including willingness by we importers to join
in contributing checkoffs on all beef & veal imports. Linda (from a large cattle
ranch in New Mexico) had a valued mediating voice. As a result of these
challenges Linda and I developed mutual respect for each other - which developed
into a strong friendship over subsequent years.
Linda served in many roles as a prominent NCBA member - specially organizing
scholarships to students - to which I was often glad to donate modestly in support
of Linda's good work.
On one occasion I had the opportunity to make a brief visit to Linda's CS Ranch
near the southern foothills of Rocky Mountain range in northern New Mexico. She
drove me all over this beautiful scenic landscape, where deer and antelope were
often leaping in co-habitation with high-quality cattle and calves. This ranch had
been in Linda's family since start of 20th century. and her father Albert Mitchell
who had been one of the founders in 1922 of the National Livestock and
Meat Board which was set up to organize voluntary promotion of all meat specis.
He was also a director on other industry & state organizations. I learned from
Linda that she grew up with keen interest in her father's community and
volunteer involvements - and she followed those examples t - especially after her
university education at Cornell - which she loved. She also attests to benefiting
greatly from tutoring she received there from Professor Herrell DeGraff, who
became President of the American Meat Institute.
The outstanding feature of Linda's character has undoubtedly been her "voluntary
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activities to help fellow human beings" - specially so with many continuous years
as a volunteer ambulance driver in her vast ranchland region - often driving
hundreds of miles during day and night, in varying degrees of emergency
situations. Linda is a long-time widow, but had shared many great experiences in
earlier years with a devoted husband, who was a highly-regarded cattle rancher In
all of her community and industry activities, she has been strongly supported by
the presence of a loyal, hard-working family that she raised at the ranch - many of
whom are still there with her, plus some additional loyal longtime staff members.
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Caroline Mulford Owens
THE CABIN

The summer of my thirteenth year, between Junior High and High School, we
moved. Not permanently—just for the summer. Dad bought an old Boy Scout cabin
on Sunset Lake in the midst of a 1,100-acre park, and we began spending our
summers there.
Only two miles from our house and ten minutes from Dad’s office, this was
nevertheless a rough cabin in the woods. A dozen Scouts in sleeping bags could
easily fit into the large central room with its high ceiling and huge sandstone
fireplace. A screened porch sat just a few feet from the waterfront and a small
bedroom was built into the steep hill. A pump on the porch, outside of the tiny
kitchen, was our only water supply. Up the stone steps was a small structure with
two rooms, which became bedrooms for my brother and me. Up the hill was—you
guessed it—an outhouse.
Survival required learning new things: how to prime the pump; how to avoid
meeting a visiting skunk at the outhouse; how to build a durable wood fire on a
chilly day; how to have fun diving under an overturned canoe; how to get a tan while
floating around in an inner tube.
The next summer we acquired a genuine South Jersey relic: a wooden duck
boat converted for sailing. Wide, flat and heavy, this boat was not what you’d call
agile! Rudder, centerboard and sail had to be installed for every use, then removed
and stowed beneath a heavy wooden cockpit cover. The wooden mast and boom
supported a sail my mother created using fabric purchased from a local factory.
Water in the hull? Here’s an empty coffee can. Rigging it was not a speedy process,
but my father got it down so he could come home for a quick lunch and a sail and
still get back to the office within an hour. The rest of the time the boat was mine. My
mother wasn’t interested and my brother did not yet know how to swim.
Despite the weight of the broad-beamed boat, it provided a wonderful feeling:
skimming along, pushed by the wind, a sloshing lap-lap of the water on the hull, the
warmth of the sunlight, the wonder of moving so fast with so little effort. It was a
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feeling that never grew stale. We couldn’t go far—just tack back and forth in the
middle of the shallow 48-acre lake—but it was always a wind-in-your-hair kind of
pleasure, made downright exciting when a storm was brewing. Our little cocker
spaniel got the best seat—in the bow right in front of the mast where the breeze blew
through her fur, flattening her ears straight back.
There were, inevitably, mishaps. Like the night I tried to capsize the boat
while it was tied up at the dock, in a pique of self-pity at being stood up for a date.
The boat never tipped, but I ended up dunked in the muddy water in my dinner-date
clothes. Or the time the sail split in half while Dad was enjoying pre-storm stiff
winds.
The cabin was the ideal site for a teenage pj party and these were favorite
summer events complete with levitations, lots of giggling and very little sleep. Early
in the morning we’d pile into the canoe still in our pj’s and take a trip upstream into
a wilderness area called The Northwest Passage. By noon we were finally ready for
some shut-eye. The last sleepover before I left for college turned into a rite of
passage, when my friend Ruth and I decided that we needed to learn to drink beer.
Even the Philly favorite, Yeungling, won a “Yuck” and ended up feeding the turtles.
The pace of my life speeded up as college summers passed in a blur of
activities, shift work at the local glass factory and family trips. Then it was
graduation time and the start of a fulltime job with the DuPont Company’s
Advertising Department: first in their exhibit cum science lab on the boardwalk in
Atlantic City, then to a newly-created exhibit center at corporate HQ in Wilmington.
After a couple of summers of commuting from the cabin, I finally rented an
apartment in downtown Wilmington and started a new era of my life.
About that time, my folks decided to move to the lake year-round when they
were able to buy a strip of land in what had been an amusement park, just around the
cove from the cabin. They built a four-season house on a bluff overlooking the lake
and moved in the day before my marriage to Yalie Jim Owens. That weekend the
cabin came in handy as a “hostel” for some of the visiting wedding party.
The cabin still stands, currently owned by a young bachelor who loves its
rustic features and in-the-woods setting. Even the outhouse survives, although no
longer in use. The makeshift cottage at the top of the hill that my brother and I used
for bedrooms has fallen down and been propped up several times. But it just
received a new coat of paint and appears ready for adventure. Five houses away is
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the house my parents built in 1956, where I now live, enjoying the happy memories
and the awesome lakeside view.

Since my days
at the cabin, I
have enjoyed
sailing,
including many
excursions on
New Jersey’s
tall ship with
my late
husband, Jim.

Written 2019

Editor’s Note: Caroline taught me to knit in English lecture class! She was making
argyle socks for her boyfriend, and I would knit in one direction.
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Becoming a Writer After Turning Eighty
By Bob Neff
(For my Cornell 1953 Classmates, who are similarly “ripe”.)
Our indefatigable Class Communicator, Jack Brophy, encouraged
those of us who earlier had submitted personal sketches to prime the
pump further with more stories, and I thought that many of you who have enjoyed
adventurous lives might be interested in the process which has started me down a
productive and enjoyable senior career path.
From the time I graduated from The Cornell Law School until the mid-1990s, each
professional position I held required written communications’ skill - although legal
opinions, stockholder letters and private placement memoranda don’t encourage
excessive creativity. (Well, occasionally those “pitches” to accredited investors
become aggressively imaginative and tiptoe along the feather edge of literature.)
Simultaneously, my children became increasingly insistent that bedtime stories be
original and entertaining. And so, I made a “bucket list entry” that, when time
permitted, I would publish something to which I could affix my name as “author”.
One night in the 1980’s I boarded a Pan American World Airways’ trans-Atlantic
flight, and discovered that my seatmate was the iconic author/editor Helen Gurley
Brown, who loved to chat. Before we departed from the flight, she invited me to
submit a creative piece to her and, almost as quickly, it appeared in “Cosmo” – and
there was a check in the mail. I didn’t erase “author” from my bucket list
immediately, because that wasn’t quite what I had in mind; in fact, I raised its
position nearer the top of the list, because now I had validation from a “pro”.
Then, a personal watershed event occurred in the mid-1990s, while I was chairing
a small NY investment firm which applied for a “key man” insurance policy on my
life; the requisite examinations disclosed a menacing cancer condition, which
seemed particularly so for me because, although in my sixties, I still had an infant
son who deserved my presence at least until his tenth birthday. New York’s
Memorial Sloan Kettering Hospital devised a “Survival Plan” to cover that period,
and we moved our family to Princeton NJ, where five-year old son Will’s
Godparents resided and where I could concentrate better on the survival stuff.
I sought out The Princeton Tennis Program to involve me in the exercise my new
regimen dictated, and in time agreed to chair that program .A collateral benefit of
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the tennis activity was interaction with university students, many of whom came
frequently to our home near campus to eat impressive quantities of Mac ‘n Cheese
and discuss current events. They knew that I had worked in the area of corporate
law and asked questions about the functioning of corporations – most of their
questions were so basic that I felt compelled to ask, “If you guys are ‘the best and
brightest’ how come you don’t know any of this?”. The unanimous answer was,
“It’s not on the SATs, so it’s not taught to us!”
Checking with the Headmaster and some teachers at Blair Academy (where I’m
still a Trustee) I confirmed that the corporate function was not usually taught in
secondary schools nor was it a subject covered by the SATs. I pleaded my case –
that almost every student in the school was being supported by corporate
dividends; many would work for corporations; all would purchase the products of
corporations and most would entrust a part of their savings to investments in
corporations. I asked if I might teach an optional class on the subject and was
invited to submit a syllabus. What I put together initially was largely cribbed (with
attribution) from Professor Harry Henn’s “Corporate Law” classes at The Cornell
Law School – augmented with personal experiences and current events. For the
next three school years, I drove to Blair one night weekly and gave an extended
lecture with open time for discussion. It became popular and the audience grew
apace, eventually including some faculty and townspeople.
What if I could satisfy my bucket list goal and at the same time use the creative
work as a teaching tool? I wrote a manuscript about a farm girl catapulted to the
top of a Wall Street firm via a series of political changes and some hard work. My
wife pronounced it “dreadful” and the MS was unceremoniously deposited into an
empty drawer in a guest bedroom. It remained there for a year or so, until a visiting
businessman with insomnia found it and passed the night reading “PURE JOY”.
When he came to breakfast, he still had the MS in hand and said, “Hey, Bobby –
this is good! Why don’t you polish and publish it?” (Because “it’s dreadful” still
echoed in my head, but the fire was burning again.)
I decided to start fresh with an historical tale about apolitical Germans who get
swept into the maelstrom of war – this time borrowing from Margaret Mitchell’s
GWTW and adding some pilferage from Dan Brown, whose books always include
what I term “collateral damage” – facts which intrigue me long after the plot has
faded from memory. During my years of managing a trans-Atlantic cargo airline, I
had worked closely with many WWII veterans from the other side, and their stories
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and families provided insights which advanced the project. I worked sporadically
on the manuscript during winter vacations in Nicaragua and on our tiny Lake
Michigan island in summers.
Then a visitor to Pinehurst picked up that MS and read parts of it – she asked if she
and her talent-agent husband could put it into the hands of a publisher who was
their friend. They did so, and I met with that gentleman in Naples, Florida in
December 2015; we had a book in the market nine months later. “UBER ALLES”
was well-received, and I spoke regularly to a variety of audiences about the subject
matter, which I called “a history lesson wrapped in a love story”. Frequently I was
asked if I was planning a sequel, because at least some readers had become
attached to my protagonists and wanted to know what happened to them after the
war’s end.
Last year, I began work on that sequel – which is set in South America, where I
had lived and worked for many years. “AFTER ALL” is a completed book now,
and will be available later in 2019. From a very selfish standpoint, let me say that at age 88 - it is wonderful not to have new acquaintances ask “What did you used
to do?” (as if I were dead). Instead, I often hear, “Oh, I love your books – are you
working on another?” YES, I AM!
Editor’s note: I read both books. Historical novels. Gripping, informative, well
researched and well written. 1938 in Germany and Post-war Brazil. Same
Characters. Must read both.

Bob at Thereseinstadt 2018
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The Story of Tedi
By John Nixon
This is the story of how the intersection of a small boy from the
Republic of Georgia and a Class of ‘53 couple helped save the boy’s
life and make the couple’s life seem more worthwhile. In 2007, my
wife, Lea, and I spent a delightful day in Tbilisi, Georgia with a young man, Vano,
whom we had met previously in Atlanta, and his wife, Eka, who was pregnant at
the time.
Although we got along very well, we didn’t hear much from them for a couple
years, and then Lea got an email from Vano saying that his son, Tedi, had been
born a couple of years ago with DeGeorge syndrome, which caused him to be born
with a hole in his heart, as well as some brain development problems. The doctors
in Georgia had repaired the hole in his heart a few days after he was born, but now
Tedi, age two, was having some other heart problems and the doctors told his
parents that he had only six months to live. Vano asked Lea if she knew of anyone
in the U.S. who worked with DeGeorge syndrome patients. Lea immediately got to
work exploring all over the country using the internet and telephone and,
surprisingly, found some specialists in Atlanta. The people at Childrens
Healthcare of Atlanta told her that if we brought Tedi over here, they would
operate on him.
So in 2010, Vano, his wife Eka, and Tedi came to stay with us. One of the top
pediatric heart specialists in Atlanta operated on Tedi and repaired various
problems with his heart. He said that Tedi might need a valve replacement later,
but there was no reason he shouldn’t live until maturity. The family stayed with us
for a couple of months, while Tedi recovered, and they became our second family.
We loved them, and they loved us, especially, Tedi, who thinks we’re his
grandparents. A few years later, Eka and Tedi stayed with us again when he
needed another operation. Now, Tedi is 11 years old and is in pretty good shape
physically, although he can’t take part in contact sports. Unfortunately, the
DeGeorge syndrome affected his brain, so he will always be mentally deficient.
Now for a happier part of the story. For several years, Vano had been concerned
about his children’s future. He had been trying to immigrate to the U.S, where he
felt that Tedi and his daughter would have a better future. Each year, over 22
million people apply for the 50,000 visas that the U.S. provides randomly to people
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in countries with low immigration rates. In 2018, Eka won the lottery and the
family moved to Washington in May of this year to be near Tedi’s doctor.
A couple of years ago, Lea said that helping to save Tedi’s life was the most
important thing she’d done in her life, other than raising her own family.
Unfortunately, she died last year and won’t be here to welcome them; however,
I’m going to do all I can to make sure they have a good life in America, including
helping them find an apartment and schools for the kids. I’ll also try to help Vano,
who has masters degrees in chemistry and history and spent most of his career
working in the visa department of the US Embassy in Tbilisi, and Eka, who has a
Russian MD, but limited English language skills, find jobs.

John and Lea at Basin Harbor VT Cayuga’s Waiters from the ‘50s Reunion 2004

Editor’s note: 1956. Ten weeks touring Europe with Jack Brophy after we were
both released from the Navy, and after our Cornell Baby Reunion. We often sang
for beers and to attract girls. Mating songs, duets in harmony, work if you are
single, lonely and can carry a tune.
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Tony Quartararo
Went into service after graduation and was lucky enough to train at
Lowry Field in Denver and to spend some quality time with Barney
Pyott fishing, elk hunting, and skiing in the Rockies. Art Harre
showed up on his way to Air Force Academy as upper classman for Summer Camp
(They had just opened and had no upperclassmen).
Returned to Law School in 56 and was our class first reunion chair in
1958, and first Cornell Fund chair. Graduated in 59 and kept in touch with many
classmates by going to New Haven for Yale game from Dutchess County. Among
the noteables were John Will, Hal Jung, Sam Cottrell, Doug Pierson, Gerry
Grady, Poe Fratt, Jim MacLeod, JohnDavidge, Dick Strazza and their wives.
I know you asked about activities after retirement, but I am hoping you don't mind
me telling you about some bucket list items finally experienced. Drove in the
Cannon-ball Run sponsored by Brock Yates & Car & Driver w/ Steve Sherrill in a
330 GT Ferrari and finished a respectable "middle of the pack". (The Polish Racing
team got lost.)
I am only referring to interplay w/ Cornellians and must tell you what a great
pleasure it has been. It seems that most of my fond memories during my lifetime
always had a classmate or two involved.
I have many more stories, but I don't want to bore you with them. Suffice to say
that Cornell during the 50's was the most enjoyable part of my life and after
graduation the good times continued. I bid a fond farewell to those departed
classmates as well.
Finally, I see this great interest in Diversity being sponsored by the University.
Those members of the Board of Trustees obviously were not in Ithaca in the 50's.
We were as diverse as we could be & we enjoyed a great comradery w/ all other
students. Applicants were accepted based on their grades & aptitude, which is the
way it should be.
In closing I ask that you & your fellow meadowlarks honor us all by singing
"Where did Robinson Crusoe go with Friday on Saturday night".
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Cornell Memoir
Barbara Querze Weinreich ‘53; M.Ed ‘54

Of course I remember that I arrived in Ithaca at dawn after an overnight
Greyhound bus ride from New York City by myself with a heavy suitcase. The
view of the rural landscape and iconic Cornell buildings was delightful, and so was
my single room in Dickson 5 that included the luxury of my own phone, weekly
housekeeping service, and laundry pick-up. I wore my red beanie to mark my
freshman status and happily met many others, who also felt insecure about a lot of
things,
Being on campus was exciting. I was thrilled to be part of a highly respected
institution that was founded in 1865 and whose purpose was laudable. It was a
novel experience for me, a city girl, to meet fellow students who had raised
livestock, or were building geodesic domes, or were agitating for workers’ rights,
or were grappling with philosophic principles, etc. This diversity by itself was a
higher education!
As a V.P. in Risley during my sophomore year, I was part of the Women’s Self
Government Association, and had responsibility for the young women on my
corridor. That real life experience, which included reviewing infractions and
deciding on consequences, was edifying. How do we handle a free spirited student
who refuses to abide by the curfew on the grounds that she has no such restrictions
at home? My Cornell education was a lot more than books and lectures!
Upheavals in my family put my Cornell education at risk. I am ever grateful that I
was offered the job of night girl in the freshman dorms, a job that paid room and
board. While that put me on a different track and in a different venue than the
class of ’53, it allowed me to stay in school. The hardest times were Homecoming
and Reunion when the dorms were available to alums with no curfew. I had to stay
up all night to monitor the locked doors.
So, what is an English major to do? I had come to realize that delving deeply into
18th Century British poetry, or some other scholarly pursuit, wasn’t for me. Thus,
when the Ford Foundation offered fellowships to liberal arts graduates for training
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as elementary school teachers, I applied. And thankfully, I was accepted. I spent
an additional year at Cornell where I interned in the Ithaca Public Schools and was
awarded a Masters degree. Then I taught 4th grade in Syosset, New York, learned
how to drive, and bought an old car. As compared to elementary school teachers
who were trained in the traditional way, our Ford Foundation group did well.
While I was pursuing my graduate degree and teaching in Syosset, Bob Weinreich
’52 was fulfilling his ROTC obligation, serving as a lieutenant in the
Quartermaster Corps in Korea. He had been my faithful every Monday night date
when my night girl job curtailed weekend socializing. He loved Cornell. After he
earned his MBA in 1955 from Columbia and accepted a job with Chrysler
Corporation, we were married and moved to Detroit. I taught fourth and fifth
grades in Ferndale, Michigan.
Our first child was born in Detroit in 1957, leading me to become a stay-home
mother. Our next three children were born in Orlando, Florida where Bob had
accepted a job with the Martin Company (now Lockheed Martin). However, that
wasn’t a good fit, so when Merrill Lynch indicated that they were expanding their
local office, he applied. He loved being a stockbroker and his clients loved and
respected him. We became an integral part of the Orlando community.
In the eighteen years that I was raising our children, I also was volunteering for a
variety of causes. However, after being president of the Orlando Chapter of
Hadassah and putting in endless hours planning programs and raising funds, I
decided that it was time to go back to work. I took some courses at the University
of Central Florida to meet the requirements for a Florida Teaching Certificate and
then was hired at Eastbrook Elementary School, where I taught for 25 years. I
retired in 2000.
When we first arrived in Orlando in the ‘60’s, the Alumni Association met
annually for dinner in an elegant venue and the university president addressed us.
When I chaired the Cornell Alumni Ambassadors group, I was given lists of all the
alumni in Central Florida so that I could recruit those who would attend college
nights in the high schools to promote Cornell, and then interview applicants. The
lists indicated that in those early years the preponderance of alums were involved
in agriculture. When the Martin Company arrived, so did the engineers. Along
with the theme parks came the Hotel grads, who were so numerous that they
formed their own alumni association! We had occasional wintertime visits from
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professors who were happy to come to Florida and share their expertise with us,
always enlightening and interesting. What comes to mind is the professor from
Agriculture Economics who raised the question of whether there would be life
after Walmart. Attending that lecture, along with the usual Cornell alums, were
executives from Publix supermarkets.
Bob and I have four married children and ten grandchildren. We had 45 years of
being together until his death in 2001.
Cornell remains near and dear to us. Our son, Joshua Weinreich ’82 married
Roberta Falloon ’82; our daughter, Ilene Weinreich, is class of 1989; our
granddaughter, Dara Canchester, graduated in 2018. We established the Robert A.
Weinreich Memorial Scholarship for the benefit of students in Arts and Science. I
receive lovely letters of appreciation from recipients of that scholarship.
As a retiree, I devote myself to causes that are important to me. I am a member of
the board of directors of the Jewish Federation of Greater Orlando and am actively
involved with their Community Relations Council, which I chaired for several
years. I term-limited out of the board of the Holocaust Center, but continue to
support their educational programs. I lead two book discussion groups that meet
monthly, and play mah jongg once a week. I volunteer as a job coach for
cognitively disabled adults. (They learn social skills as well as job skills, gaining
confidence to seek employment in the general community.) I’ve received awards
from various organizations, including the Peace and Dialog award from the
Atlantic Institute (Turkish Muslims). I remain involved with the Interfaith Council
of Central Florida, as I once was a member of their board. To stay current and
informed, I attend Saturday services in my synagogue where our young rabbi’s
sermons reflect the interests and concerns of his generation. I subscribe to the
symphony and the Broadway Series and also include the Shakespeare Theater in
my charitable giving. My activism currently impels me to circulate petitions to ban
assault weapons with the faint hope that this issue will be placed on the Florida
ballot in 2020.
Since our children and grandchildren live in places far and wide, travel has become
a way of life. I attended four graduations in four states this year. We rendezvous
for holidays and special events, although it’s a daunting task to get all 19 of us
together in one place at one time! Family members do make a point of coming
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“home” regularly and are happy that I’m still in that family home, living
comfortably and independently while counting my many blessings.

Barbara and Bob 1955
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Nancy Ranck Lee
B.S. Home Economics with distinction, Cornell National Scholar

Cornell University had a profound impact on my life. I grew up in Eastchester, a
small town tucked in-between Bronxville and Scarsdale in suburban New York
City. Eastchester High School was somewhat unique in that it had grades 7
through 12. The school had fast track educational courses that enabled me to skip
from sophomore year to senior year. However I didn't have much of my senior
year there as I was chosen to be an exchange student to Norway.
Sponsored by the N.Y. Herald Tribune, as part of the exchange program I lived
several months with a family in Bergen, Norway plus a few weeks in Oslo and
briefly visited Sweden and Denmark. This was 1948 just a few short years after
the devastation of World War II. Food and shoes were still rationed in Norway;
the aftermath of the war was visible everywhere. In those days a trip across the
Atlantic Ocean took about 24 hours in a four engine DC 6 with stops in Gander,
Newfoundland and Prestwick, Scotland to refuel. As a result of the trip I fell in
love with Norway and things Norwegian and began a lifelong urge to travel.
My mother graduated from Oberlin College and my father from Franklin and
Marshall. I was aimed toward a college degree but where to go? A neighbor
mentioned that Cornell University had a Home Economics degree which provided
a large measure of practical education while also enabling in-depth study of liberal
arts and other sciences. That sounded good to me and I applied. My parents had
very modest means but this was a state land grant college with very low tuition. I
still needed money for room, board and books. Fortunately I was given a Cornell
National Scholarship.
At age 16 I set off for Cornell and Clara Dickson Hall. The scholarship took care
of most of the expenses but I still needed to work to cover the rest. I found work
as a cashier in the Home Ec. cafeteria which required many very cold walks to
work early in the morning. Life at Cornell was not easy. However, the education I
received at Cornell was superb. Not only did I learn practical things such as
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nutrition, economics and child development--I also had many courses in liberal arts
and in sciences. I was even able to take a course in shorthand and typing given in
the Hotel School. (This is a reminder that in the 1950's women were able to find
work as teachers, nurses or secretaries, but those were about all the options
available.)
Cornell awakened my sensitivity to gender inequality when I experienced the many
areas where, at that time, women were not permitted or had second rate
accommodations such as the band and the athletic facilities. I had not experienced
gender discrimination prior to coming to college. However, I also learned how to
work and succeed in a largely male environment since outside Home Ec. School
my classes were mostly made up of men.
After finishing my B.S. degree in 3 1/2 years, I worked on a PHT (putting husband
through), so he could earn a joint masters in business and engineering. I had been
offered a fellowship but my husband stated that "no wife of his was going to work"
so our efforts went toward his education to this end. First I was a secretary in the
Personnel Department at General Electric Advanced Electronics Center out by the
Ithaca airport and subsequently as a Social Worker for Tompkins County.
Finding myself single again after my husband was called up in the service, I
became a Home Demonstration agent in Nassau County and spent time teaching
adults, a major anchor in my career. Then I worked at Macy's New York teaching
the training squad and eventually becoming the Fashion Publicist. Retailing and
advertising were two of the few areas that were somewhat of a meritocracy at that
time. (The TV show, Mad Men, quite accurately portrayed what it was like in the
60's in New York--I was there.) From Macy's, in 1960 at age 28, I became the
Marketing Manager for Wedgwood China based on my retailing experience. I was
an anomaly in the U.K. as a woman executive and there weren't many of us in the
U.S. either.
Marrying again I moved with my husband to Duluth Minnesota and there was
certainly no work there for women. I was blessed to have two sons during that
time and we then moved to Boston. In Boston I worked doing P.R. for an
industrial designer, then advertising for a real estate development group, running
an in-house agency. I also began working on M.B.A. at Boston University
majoring in Organization Behavior and Technology. In the mid-sixties equal
opportunity legislation was forcing the opening of mid-level management roles to
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women and for a number of years I taught management skills to women in the
banking industry throughout the United States. During those travels I interviewed
the 200 top level women managers in the U.S. Based on those interviews and my
experience with thousands of women in banking, I wrote a book published in 1980
by Doubleday called Targeting the Top: Everything a Woman Needs to Know to
Succeed in Business. This book resulted in my being invited to Australia to teach
the first courses there for women managers. On returning home I gradually I
moved into the technology field running a small consulting company based in
Boston and London.
A speaking engagement for the American Management Association led to my
meeting Dr. Elliott Jaques who was a leading scientist in the field of management
development. Quite rapidly my consulting work became informed by his theories
and I left the world of technology. I spent 30 years consulting with CEOs of
companies in various areas such as finance, animal nutrition, nuclear energy and
pharmaceuticals. My work consisted of helping organizations establish a logical
structure, staff roles appropriately and utilize effective management practices. I
wrote two books describing these concepts and my work. The most recent, The
Practice of Managerial Leadership, Second Edition, was published in 2017.
I retired at age 82 and have been happily living on Longboat Key, Florida with my
husband, Dr. Fred Mackenzie ever since. We have had the chance to travel
throughout the world during our working years by taking a month off each year to
do so. Now we are content to take it a little easier. I have two sons and two
grandchildren, one half French, the other half Russian so it's a bit of a personal
United Nations. Life is good and I will forever be grateful to Cornell for a firstrate education and many of the basics for a successful and rewarding career.
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Don is in the center
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Biography of John G. Webster
John earned his BSEE degree at Cornell University in 1953. Later after serving in
industry for ten years, he earned his PhD degree at the University of Rochester in
1967. He is a Fellow of IEEE, BES, AAMI, and IOP. He is recipient of the IEEE
2019 James H. Mulligan, Jr. Education Medal.
He served the University of Wisconsin for more than 32 years during which he
has been an exemplary teacher. He has taught 14 different courses at the
undergraduate and graduate levels in the areas of electronics and biomedical
engineering, supervised 25 PhD theses, and published 250 articles. He created and
introduced new labs, wrote and edited many textbooks, introduced a strong design
component in his courses, volunteered to supervise and improve the required labs,
then wrote educational papers to diffuse this information. He has been recognized
as an outstanding teacher at the national level.
His strength in teaching results from his belief that we as teachers should be
managers of a learning system. Thus, we should observe not the teaching, but
rather the learning that takes place. His philosophy has been to tell students exactly
what is expected of them (instructional objectives), set up an experiential learning
system to best assist them in learning these objectives (Guided Design), and
provide them the opportunity to learn the lasting skills (critical thinking, clear
expression, and cooperation) that will assist them throughout their career.
He developed the most-used text in Biomedical Engineering: Webster, J. G.
(ed.), Medical instrumentation: application and design, 4th edition, John Wiley
& Sons, Hoboken, NJ, 2010, and 25 other books.
Since retirement he has worked with others on medical devices, such as: Webster
J G, Iskandar B J, Medow J E, Zhang X, Guan C, Yang Z, Intracranial Pressure
Sensor and Valve to Control Hydrocephalus, 40th Annu. Int. Conf. IEEE Eng.
Med. Biol. Soc., 2018 IEEEXplore. The sensor will maintain brain pressure
whether standing or laying down.
He has worked on: Webster J G, Shokoueinejad M, Wang F, A Sleep Apnea
Therapy Device Uses No Added Pressure, 40th Annu. Int. Conf. IEEE Eng. Med.
Biol. Soc., 2018 IEEEXplore. Sleep apnea affects 10% of the population and half
of those reject CPAP because the added pressure is so uncomfortable.
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Vic Wintress
Like most of our fellow classmates, I joined the military straight
from graduation and became a Naval Aviator, flying P2V and P3A
patrol aircraft, retiring as a Commander after 20 years of service.
Still being relatively young I started/built and sold three electronic
consulting/manufacturing companies in San Diego. After a bit of
success, I felt it was time to give back and started a non-profit
school (The League Of Amazing Programmers…www.jointheleague.com) that
teaches kids…starting in the 5th grade…the Java programming language.
We now have 450 kids coming to after-school classes here in San Diego,
a third are kids from underserved neighborhoods and a third are girls.
We are the only school in the country that teaches professional-level
coding to kids at this age. Our program takes five years to complete
the 10-level curriculum which is UCSD Extension accredited. After
level ten, the kids pass the Oracle Professional Certification Exam
which most employers will accept in lieu of college…opening up five
figure salary possibilities for disadvantaged kids! This is the most
gratifying adventure of my life! I am blessed to have been able to
accomplish this.
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Ann Woolley Banks
Freshman Year
I remember getting there; to Clara Dickson. The elation I felt. My
roomie (Jonnie Crandall, later: Irving) was a school classmate. We
were very different people and our classmates wondered how it would
work out. I rode (horses) once a week, I think. Until I fell off again and was sent
for heat therapy with the football players. I felt that was ridiculous and pretty much
quit after that. The stinky, horsey smelling clothing was a problem in the dorm too.
I remember we both had colds a lot and went to the clinic.
We’d been told we were getting such a good education, we wouldn’t have to take
Freshman English in college. Yuk!! I went and got a pattern for a sweater, some
wool and needles and made a sweater in English class. They were steel needles and
when I dropped them there was a loud clatter. I did drop them. (Morton Bunis was
in that class. He remembers me.)
I did an extra-curricular Freshman Revue (Ain’t She Sweet? See Her Walking
Down the Street etc..) at the Straight with Bud Leape. (I used to hear him giving
testimony to some medical news item on the radio) and French Club (I think that
was overwhelming. Mostly native speaking French men.)
We had an Irish red head for a dorm councilor. I can almost get her name. My
scrapbook of that time is in the library at Cornell. She was a grad student, and very
upbeat. It was a corridor of professionals, I felt. People with experience beyond
mine: A New York City gal with a private school education who’d spent the
summer doing frivolous things. I HAD spent June as a governess to two little girls
but it included going to some Coming Out parties on luxurious estates and then
traveling abroad in July and August. On my return we’d had a family vacation on
Lake Champlain. One dorm mate (Jane Little, later Hardy) was involved in an Iris
business and wrote articles for the professional magazine; another (Linda Mitchell
Davis) was a rancher and had a ’small’ herd of cattle. Another lived in Venezuela.
(Kathy Something) Someone else (Lorinda Smith) was a farmer.
Classes were bearable. Mostly big lecture halls and section meetings. English
history was totally too hard. I didn’t know enough to refer to, or place things.
Geology was hard to listen to as the Prof alluded to TREE-men-juous waterfalls
and totally offended my sense of the English language. French was surprising as I
had Morris Bishop, a friend of my family’s, and I could understand MOST of what
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he said. English was a total insult. I had to take it, most likely, because I can’t spell
and probably didn’t score well on some test. Barbara Brothers lived on the corner
of the downstairs corridor. She had figured out that she could squeeze through the
bars on her window. Later, I figured out that if you didn’t sign out you didn’t have
to sign in.
Sophomore Year
I lived at the Sorority House: Alpha Phi. I’ll never do that again. I roomed with
Anne Buck (later: Coyne) She was always horrified when I called the Phi Psi
House and invited myself over for a beer (or two). I had friends over there. Jim
Hanchett was one. He was in my English class that year and we used to walk back
to our respective “Houses” together for lunch.
I made the mistake of signing up for a modern dance class that year, because it was
close by, in Risley. But, more often than not I would nap after lunch and miss
class. I ended up Senior Year having to take some gym credits: archery and ...
bowling (?maybe).
I don’t remember much else about this year. Bridge after dinner but, I never
played. Dates and dating and Miss Cavetz, the House Mother. The horrible room
that was The Study and too many fruitless hours in there. Sunbathing on the
deck. The silly House Meetings and parties in the basement. This is when Peter
Banks came into my life. He was dating Pat Lovejoy (later:Spofford) and
‘working’ in the kitchen with a big woman, the cook, whom we called “Ma”.
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When the sun fades far away.

Ctrl-click on “Cornell songs” then select song.
Cornell songs
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